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OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
FOREWORD
This report summarizes the work performed by the Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company (I_C), Sunnyvale, California, in
partial fulfillment of the requirements of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Contract NAS2-2479, "Study of Spacecraft
On-Board Test and Data Processing Techniques". This contract
was initiated under NASA Task No. 125__-03, and administered
under the cognizance of Mr. Richard O. Fimmel, Systems Engineering
Division of Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
l_ne work was performed by the Data Systems Department of
the Information Technology Group, Research and Development
Division, LMSC. It was performed under the direction of
Mr. Raymond A. Yocke as Project Engineer.
Other principal contributors to the Project were Messrs.
M. A. McLennan, R. M. Pentz and W. A. Pearlman.
This handbook is intended to furnish the user of biological
data with a convenient source of information about the
characteristics of available flight-qualified or flight-eligible
sensors and equipment. "Flight Eligible" is used to indicate
designs that are flight-quallfiable but that at the time the report
data was gathered had not passed qualification tests. It will also
enable the average data user to make a first approximation
of his data system size, the biological data loads, possible
data compression techniques and telemetry system capabilities.












EQbqPMENT SPECIFICATION DATA SHEETS
2.1 Organization of Data Entries






O 2 Mass Flow
Temperature
ECG











































































PO 2 in Blood, Gas, etc.
2.5 Source Document for Data Sheet Entries
BIOLOGICAL DATA LOADS
3.1 Data Load Vs. Mission Type
3.2 Anticipated Measures for Future Missions
3.3 References for Section 3
SYNTACTIC DATA COMPRESSION
















































4.4 Video Data Compression
4.5 References for Section 4
TELEMETRY SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
5.1 Manned Spaceflight Network
5.2 DSIF Telemetry System
5.3 MSN Mission Coverage









































ECG Compressed- Zero-Order Predictor
ECG Compressed -- Zero-Order Interpolator
ECG Compressed- First-Order Interpolator
ECG Compressed --By FOI and Smoothed
Subject at Rest. Compression Ratio = 1790:1; Tolerance
Band _= 14To of Value; 4- 1.4% Peak-to-Peak of Waveform
Subject Performing Light Work; Compression Ratio = 274:1
Subject Exercising (Deep Knee Bends). Compression
Ratio = 16.2:1
EEG Compressed - First-Order Interpolator
Agena Telemetry Data Set 1
Agena Telemetry Data Set 2
2_/pical FBM Telemetry Data
Compression by Zero-Order Algorithms. K = Tolerance;
N = Element Compression Ratio
Compression by First-Order Algorithms. K = Tolerance;





Probability of Bit Error Vs. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Bit Rate Vs. Range_for Different Probabilities of Error











































Bandwidth Vs. Range for Various Vehicle Antenna Gains
Bit Rate Vs. Range for Different Transmitter Powers
for Near-Earth Ground Stations
Signal-to-Noise Ratios for FM and SSB TV Links Near Earth
Signal-to-Noise Ratio for Near-Earth Voice Links
Bit Rate Vs. Range for Different Bit Error Probabilities
for DSIF
Bit Rate Vs. Range for Different Vehicle Antenna Gains
Bit Rate Vs. Range for Different Transmitter Powers for DSIF
Comparison of SSB and FM TV for Lunar and Deep-Space
Missions (Analog Data)
Si_nal-to-Noise Ratios for Deep-Space Voice Links
Storage Requirements for Near-Earth Orbits, Using Land-
Based Ground Stations
Basic PCM Telemetry System With Mission Adjuncts
Data Management System for Near-Earth Orbit
Data System for Lunar Mission
Data System for Planetary Mission


























Summary of Near-Earth-Orbit Data Loads
Summary of Lunar and Planetary Mission Data Loads
Anticipated Measures for Future Space Missions
Total Geocentric Angular Coverage for Different Orbits
at 38-Deg Inclination
Geocentric Coverage Angles for Worst Orbits













This section contains the standards for the specifications of characteristics for flight-
qualified or flight-eligible equipment items located during the survey phase of the
"Study of Spacecraft On-Board Test and Data Processing Techniques." All entries are
for important, measurable parameters encountered in biological space missions; how-
ever, not every such important measure is represented. Each entry contains the range
and value of the characteristics desirable in the equipment used to obtain the specific
measure.
Two distinct equipment types are represented: (1) transducers and (2) signal-
conditioning amplifiers. The transducers include all primary devices used to sense
variations in a physical phenomenon and provide an electrical analog as an output. This
therefore excludes electrode devices used to sense and pick up biopotentials such as
ECG, EEG, EMG, etc. For these measurements, the entries include in each casethe
specifications for the signal-conditioning amplifiers used in conjunction with the elec-
trodes. In each instance, therefore, the standard specifications have been established
for the first electrical component in the equipment series that can adversely affect the
fidelity of the derived signal. It is difficult to always choose the most advantageous
equipment item from the many available for certain measures (e. g., ECG, EEG).
These standard specifications provide a useful tool for objective evaluation and selec-
tion of specific biological equipment. By comparing the specifications of the available
equipment, a ranking in order of degree of approximation to the standard can be made
and the best one chosen.
The standards were established by thoroughly evaluating each measure and determining
the information to be derived therefrom. The data available in the literature and the
cumulative experience of the study team personnel were then employed to prepare a
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draft of the pertinent specifications. This draft was reviewed by and with experts in
space medicine, and modifications were incorporated where indicated. Even with this
thorough procedure, the standards presented in this section are recognized as being a
somewhat subjective tabulation; they will be subject to improvement when better values
or criteria are made available.
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0 to 1 cps
92°F to 106°F
0.5% full scale (106"F)













0 to 6 liters/rain
0 to 45 liters/rain
5% full scale











0.1 sec for 99% response to step change
0 to 180 mm Hg
1% full scale
-*0.5 mm Hg
± 0.5 mm Hg after warmup
Must be calibratable under operating con-
ditions; require minimum signal condition-
ing; compatible with solid- state devices;
must have as high an operational stability
as possible; and have a high specificity.
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0.1 see for 99"_ response to step change
0 to 30 mm Hg
_< I_ full scale
+0.5 mm Hg
-_ 0.05 mm Hg after warmup
Must be calibratable under operating con-
ditions; require minimum signal condition-
ing; t_ compatible with solid-state devices;
have as high an operational stabili_ as pos-
sible; and have high specifieiZ;.
I













1 see for 99<_ response to step change
1 to 120 mm Hg
i<} full scale
_-0.5 m m Hg
-_0.5 mm HZ after warmup
1 see for 99<i response to step change
0 to 50 mm HZ
1_ full scale
± 0.5 m m Hg
---0.5 mm Hg after warmup
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• 3_ full scale
-6 to+15 mm Hg
+10% full scale
±5%
Must be calibratable under operating con-
ditions with high operational stability;
require minimum signal conditioning; com-
patible with solid-state devices
0.1 sec for 0 to 90_ of step change,
critically damped
50 to 425 mm Hg
+10 mm Hg
"-5 mm Hg
<_ • O. 5 mm I-Ig/min after stabilization
75 to 175 mm Hg
4 to 6 mo between service
-60°F to 120°F
Predictable and stable operation with vari-
ations in PT ' vibration, shock, acceleration,
acoustic loading, and gravity factors
Must be nonsensitive to other gases
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0.1 sec for 0 to 99_%of step change, critically
damped
0 to 75 mm Hg
• 1 mm Hg
• 0.5 mm Hg
_< 0.04 mm Hg//hr after initial stabilization
2 to 15mm Hg
4 to 6 mo bet_-een ser_,ice
-60°F to 120°F
Predictable and stable operation with vari-
ations in PT ' vibration, shock, acceleration,
acoustic loading, and gravity factors
Must be nonsensitive to other gases










0 to 100c/c R.H.
I O_ full scale
-_o::_ full scale
0.4_ /hr after initial stabilization
20 to 80_ R. H.
4 to 6 mo between service
-60°F to 120°F
Predictable and stable operation with vari-
ations in PT ' vibration, shock, accelera-
tion, acoustic loading, and gravity factors
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O. 1 to 100 cps, 12 db/octave rolloff
O. 1 to 180 cps, 12 db/octave rolloff
<_ 20 deg at O. 6 cps, relative to midrange
45 deg at O. 1 and 150 cps, relative to
midrange
<_ 1%
< 5%, long and short term, absolute ampli-
tude relatively unimportant
_< 1% from best straight line
< 2% over frequency range
>_ 60 db, adjustable
within 3 db of set gain within 3 sec after
• l-v peak pulse > O.l-sec wide
_< 3pv, referred to shorted input
> 80 db at 60 cps
> 106 ohms differential
< 1,000 ohms over frequency range
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0.5 to 80 cps, 12 db/octave rolloff
0.1 to 1 kc, 12 db/octave rolloff
_ 20 deg at 1 cps, relative to midrange
45 deg at 0.1 and 1 kc, relative to midrange
_< 1%
< 5 %, long and short term, absolute ampli-
tude relatively unimportant
_< 1% from best straight line
< 1% over frequency range
> 80 db, adjustable
within 3 db of set gain within 3 sec after
+ 1-v peak pulse >_ 0.1-sec wide
< 3#v peak, referred to shorted input
> 80 db at 60 cps
> 106 ohms differential
< 1,000 ohms over frequency range
10 to 5,000 cps, 12 db/octave rolloff
± 50 _sec
< 5%, absolute amplitude in general is not
desired data
1% from best straight line
< 2% over frequency range
30 db
< 10 v, referred to shorted input
_ 106 ohms
< 1,000 ohms over frequency range
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1.2.4 Skin Response (GSR/BSR)
Basal:
S_pectrum: 0 to 1 eps, 12 db/octave rolloff
Specifies:
Spectrum: 0.01 to 1 cps, 12 db/octave rolloff
Minimum sensitivity: 0.5% of basal
Remainder of specifications unknown owing to nature of measurement.
1.2.5 EOG (Electroculogram)
Spectrum: 0.1 to 150 cps, 12 db/octave rotloff
Remainder of specifications the same as for ECG.
1.2.6 Seismocardiogram
(Same as for ECG. )
1.2.7 Pulse
Rate: (derived from ECG)
Accuracy: _: 5_ of rate
S_pecifications vary depending on experimental requirements.
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Section 2
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION DATA SHEETS
The entries in this section are the specification data sheets for flight-qualified or
flight-eligible* equipment located during the survey phase of the "Study of Spacecraft
On-Board Test and Data Processing Techniques." This list of equipment is incomplete,
both in terms of equipment available and in specifications available on the equipment
items listed. Provided in this section, however, is a concise compilation of items and
specifications available in the open literature; as such, the compilation provides an
excellent starting point for selecting equipment items for instrumenting biological
equipment.
2.1 ORGANIZATION OF DATA ENTRIES
facilitate the use of data contained in this section, the specification sheets have
been ordered in the manner described below. Three groupings of equipment items
have been made. Subsection 2.3 comprises data on sensors and transducers; sub-
section 2.4 contains data on signal-conditioning amplifiers; and subsection 2.5 is made






Gas measurements (e. g., CO 2 , 0 2 , etc. )
Pressure measurements
Temperature measurements
Bioelectric measures (e.g., ECG, EEG, etc.)
Uncategorized measures (e. g., blood velocity)
Within each of these groups are subgroups, indicated by a class code on each entry.
These class codes differentiate such measures as environmental gas measures from
* "Flight eligible" is used to indicate designs thatare flight-qualffiablebut that at the
time of the survey had not passed qualificationtests.
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gas dissolved in blood. For each entry in a given class, a ranking number has been
assigned which was derived by comparing the characteristics of the specific item de-
scribed in the entry with the standard specifications presented in Section 1.
Because of limited available data on many of the listed equipment items, it may be
desirable to contact specific manufacturers or, in some cases, to examine more thor-
oughly the literature from which the listed data were obtained to obtain additional in-
formation. Subsection 2.6 contains a list of references from which data were gathered.
The reference numbers in subsection 2.6 correspond to the reference numbers listed
on the specification data sheets.
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TIME CONSTANT AA_D/OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE
EI_%qRONMENTAL RANGES AND EFFECTS
ACCL,T_ACY















School of Aeroepac, e Medicine, Brooks Air Force B_,e, TeX_LS
Electroebem Ic_
0 to 1 mtmosl_mre
2.5 x 10-8 aJmp/mm Hg
Gre_er _ 1 yr
0.25 sec for a 2-raft membrane Lnd m t_amper_a2ro of 4_'C is
the ram-time ccamtant reeponee time. For 99% response , 2 to
15 Nconds. Rela_vely un_fectod by shock, vtbnmou, _d g,
Se--Itlvlty varlati_ with tempergture - 4 to 5_/'C
1_aermltl time _ - 2 to 3 rain
2 to 5_ with thermistor temperature compens_[on, * 5% long-
term unattended, * t_ frequently calibrated
3.5 cm dram., 2,5 cm long
40 grams
specific to 0 2
Electrodes; Gold/C_Imium
Electrolyte; Potassium Chloride
2, S_me Ls Ref. 7
40 my
Re spiritory/Envirortm e ntal
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TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQ_=ENCY RESPONSE

















0 to 300 mm HE par'dal pressv__e
25 microe.mp fu11-scale at 45"F i I°F
I mln for %0q_ response to step change _2th 10% accurac7
For the Mercury program
19
KSs plratory/E n,,Jronrn ental
2
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TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE















M_uures cnny_en mass flow (pneumo_chometer)
North American Avlat/om
Thermtmor hesZed to 500 "F cc*>led by ex;*Ixed air
0 to 140 llters/mln at 55,000 ft
0.I to 0.2 sec
Temperabare -- 0" to 130"F





TRANSDUCERS AND SENSORS DATA ACCUMULATION SH..ET
M E _%-_iT.A ND C 0 2
MODEL, SERIES
MA N%- FA C T/qRER
OPERATING PP,_4C IIPLE
MEASURANUD RANGE 0 to 30 mm Hg
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
a. Nature Analog
b. Output RR._e (s)
c. Power or Vol_:age Output 0 ZO 5 VDC
d. Out.at ImpedanCe
E E Y SI l'iq_.(tT'f
O\ E K_LA NG E FACTOR
LI!_E KXPECTANCY
TI2ME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQL"E_Y RE_ONSE
EN'VTRONMEN'TAL RANGES AND EFFECTS
ACCURACY
RESOLL-]qON
MAXIMUM STATIC ERROR (AND OF F.S. OUTPUT)
STABILITY
Y LIGHT Q UA LIFICATIONS
LINEAPJTY
HYSTERESIS
METR©LOGICAL PA B.A M ET EP_.q
a. Excitation 0,75 "*1tits
b. Size 33 in. 3





R _- "JK 1
Perkln Elmer Corp., Nor_'a_, Connecticut
Indefinite
I0 see for 63_ of step change
_: -0 tO 200*F; Effects: No indic&tion of vibration
sensitivity - being tested 5c_ _ sensitivity charge/PSI of PT
±5% of remding or 0.5 mm Hg, _hiehever is larger
Yes
Environment&fly _e&led package alternating f_aning f_rkt filters
4.1, 4,3_with 4,3_ htghy _bsorbing of CO 2, Provides square












b. O_i_t Range(s) > 10S d_ms





TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQUEI'_CY _NSE
ENVI_ON_EENTAL RANGES AND EFFECT8
ACCIq_LACY
RESOL L_rION

















5S mv/dmc_le - Change in PCO 2
3wk
3 l_c mtnlmu.m for 63_ - Value of s_p
Ran_: 40 to DO'F; Effects: Somewhat affect_l by launch
vmnmmm
Power Conaumptlon- 1 wltt
30in. 3
llb
P-_amp - l**put Z 109 ohms with Electrometer tube CK-5886




TRANSDUCERS AND SENSORS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET





OUTPUT CI_R.4-C T E R_ TICS
a. N_are Am_og
b. Output mm_e(,)
c. Power or Volt_e Output




TIME CONSTANT AND OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Eh_U!RONMENTAL RANGE8 AND EFFECTS
ACCURACY
RESOL I_fION
R EPEA TABIrLrFT IRe_l_
ST._BILITY




a. Excitation 0.5 vnttt
b. Size 32 in. 3








Patdlatloa Alx_rlS_Ou Ionizing current eoml_riso_n device
0 to 20 mm l_ - PC02
2 wk _h pre-fL_mr. Filter must be replaced
< 3o oec for _ep _ (99%)
Rm*p: Tempera_zv-0to 160°F; Effects: VthrLt_on-no
_t 10% FS, 0 - slzRR/PSl vmr__tlom
Full P,_nI_ - • 2 mm Fig
Special Charltcteristics: 40 cc inlez g'a.s,split t_)2 to 2'qec
"Accarite" filter removes CO 2 in one ch/tnne]_ _ritlu_ source




D'..fferentildAmplifier - CK5_6 Elec:rome',cr Tube 3Y, _us
DRIERITE for lOC,_ RH f_r 14 days
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TIME CO_TANT AND/OR FREQUENCY I_SI_NSE
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT


















I to _t) mm ]_, a.u z_Lz'm _ 8 z_zL Hg
40 mv/_ c_ in CO 2
72hr
4 rain f_r gO_ r_qm_e _o mP _
0.4 mv/'F
Vflzrzticm- up to 50 g's
Tempe,-atm_ - oczm_lled to 4_'F • 5"F




Res plr alo ry/E nviroumental
4
For use lz the Mero_-y program
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TRANSDC_CEIL$ AND SENSORS DATA ACCUMLq_TION SF_E£T
MEASURAND
MODEL. SERIES
M _ N-[-FA C TL'RER
OPERATING P .R.LNC[PLE





TIME CONSTANT %ND.,OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE




OUTPUT 17Y[PE DA N C E
HYSTERESIS
ME TROLOGICA L PARAMETERS
a. Excitation
b. Inp_ Im_e








4-312 Me.urn Range L-nit and Lo_ Ran- U_dl
Consolidated Electrc_. _a.mics, Tr_m_s_cer Division
Ur2)onded st_dn-g_ge _indingps connected in a four-arm bridge
used Rs se__ing elememt for this vmriable-resista-nce-_';>e transducer,
0 to 26 psi thl_,.ugh 0 to 150 psi gage. ab6olute, and unidirectional
dlfferentiRl types * 16 thro_/gh ± 5.0 psi bidirectional. Standard
llngea: 0 to 50, 1O0, and 150 psi gage, absolute, _ urddirectiona]
dlfferen_i_/s, i 25 snd _ 50 bidirectiona/ dLf-ferential.
All spec_io_tions similar to abo_e except t.he fol!owin_:
Pressure rl_'e: 0 to 10 psi thr,xtgh 0 to 25 psi _, absolute.
Rr,d _directiona/ d_ferential, and 5 psi t_,_ough 15 psi
bidlrectiona] di__:erential
S_ndel'd rzng'es: 0 to 10, 15. 25 ps, _'a_:e, abao[ute, and unidlree_mnai
differential, _ 5, 7.5, t2.5 psi bidirectior'ml different_a!
NamlrB/ ireq'_ency: 3, O00 cps for i0 psi { 5 paid) transducers
increasing logarithmically with pressure rRr--k/e t_ _, 00_ cps fc, r
25 p_i (± 15 paid} transduoer_
At In,ted excitation, open ciretilt. _ 7, F-_ye, _i'ti_,o_ute, and
umdirectional ._Ims@Jcers: 20 my _3@_ [, -lOC_ • , 5ird_rectionai
± t0 my _ 30_, -!0%
]. 5 times ra_ed pressure ,,vher, epp}i(-i 1_r 3 miE, coos not cause
a zero sel to exceed i-_ f'uH- rRn_e output
Na_uraJ Freqaency_ _., (!00 _ps lot 26-psi transducers, increasing
loglu'itF_mically _ith p,_.ssure range to 1_, 0he cps for 15,) psi
transducers.
Compensated _mpsrarare range: -65: F tc -25,:P F: Operable
Ternpsrat_are _: -320 _ F to *300 _ F ; Thermal zero sMfl : within
0.012_ FR/*F over compensated temperature range. Thermal
sensitiv!:_ shift: within O. (!I'_ FR/_ F-7.
Residtt&| unbalance: within e I0_ of full-range output at zero
pressure, rR_ed excitation, _77:F
Lineari D, and h}_steresis combined effects Rs measured from the best
sVrKight line inrough the calibration p-oints do not exceed. = n. :f: FR
g_ge. absolute, Lnd undirectiona! differentiah = 1.07 YR - hid_rectiorml
differenti_tl transducer.
350 ob.-ns = 5_ at 77_F
5 VDC or 5 VAC, rms carrier frequency n t< 2f kc _,a_irr_n:
10 _f)C or l0 VAC rm.,s without dammge
350 ohrns ± 5_ at 77_F, ! 2-in.-d'_.m, , 3 4 in. ion!_
10 gins m_xi.mum: differenlial: !3 grns maximum: flange, _ask,_t,
Rnd screws: 9 grns maximum
FlyRble

















TIME CONSTANT AN'D/OR FRI_L'ENCY _,NSE

















_oatWr..ytol/c blood Wmsu_ _d _ ampltUsde
h'mn the flasm" o¢ toe
H]$h, Iv; low, Imv
A8 mxmcUt -- the arm cuff a.d _ meCzzt c_
blood pressure ant pulse
1-1/2 v, D,-mze _t oelb
WeighW l_e _ 19
_ port.b_. M_y be _._d for up to _ _
without d_o_ to _t
PYqlm41tLYi
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"rIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQUENC'i _ RESImDN'SE
















Fo_ NASA Gemini- Aneroid _phygmam_mometer
0 to 20 my
0 to 20 cp_
O. 15w
i.5 by 2 by 3.75 in.
I+5 oz












OUTPLrr CH A.R_CTE R_%YICS
a_ Nature
b O_tpat Range(s}





TIME CONSTANT AN_D/OR FRFQUENCY RESlmO._SE















Blood Pr _ w_u-e
NASA Mammed _oe_raft Center
60 to 200 mm Hg
Used in the Merc_wy program, A vl/nlctd ouff operated Imtomatlcally
by the command receiver or mammdly by the pilot. Safety circuits


















TIME COM_TANT AN'_/OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE



















Transducer po_Itloned at the level of the catheter tip
in the sofia, used with unanetheslzed monkeys
Pr_BRre
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TIME CONSTANT AN'D/OR FREQUENCy RESPONSE
















T_rml_ h_l to _" F o_l_d by _tm_l air
.6VDC










M E A.S U'RAND RANGE
OU T_trr C_R_'LACTERZSTICS
a. N_ure





TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQUE_Y R.ESPONSE


















Rahber robe _ed with powdered carbon
1 to 2 rot, 0_2mv




Not L_fec_d by movement or vibration
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TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQUENCY ItESPO_E















Oxyilen Mass Flow Pamm_etmr for the X-15 Program
0 t_ 140 tl_rm/_ at _, 000
0.1 lo 0.2 see
0 to 1B0"F













OVERB_% NG E FACTOR
LIFE EXPECTANCY
TD_E CO_T.A_FI" AN_D/OR FREQUENCY _NSE

















Yellow _ I,mtmrment Co.
Se_ Ic_ndawtor thermistor
-110 to 300°F, -80 to 150°C
73S6 Wmms s_ 0"C
1812 u_mns gt 30°C
560 _ms _ 60°C
208.6 alm_i at 90"C
155.4 ohms at 100"C
0.8 line for _ o_ step
O. 058-in. -4/lure. Cube, 13/32-dlam, disc., lO-f't, cable
I_ere_ie with other YSI 400 series units * 0,2"F














OVERIR.A NG E FACTOR
LIFE EXPECTANCY
TIME CONBTANT AND OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE

















Yetlow _prinp Im_a'ument Co.
Sem_ thermistor
-110 to 300"F
7336 o_mm at O°C
1812 o_s ,,t 30"C
208.6 o_s at 90"C
155.4 obznm _ IO0"C
1.7 aec for _,_o ¢d atop chm_
3/8-in. --diL,_. disc., IOft cable
]mte_le with other l_I 400 series units w'lthin
± 0.2'F pr_-a4_d and _am:laxdized, cannot be boiled o:r















TIME CON-STANT AND/OR YREQUENCY RESPONSE

















Yellow Springs Immmment Co.
Ceramic Thermistor
-I10 to 212"F
7336 ohms at O'C
1812 ohms at $0"C
560 ohms .t 60"C
208.6 ohms at 90"C
155.4 ohms at IO0"C
2.5 _ec for 63_ responee to step clumge
1/2-_Ln, -diam., , lO-ft cable
CPmnot be boiled or autoclaved. Pre-ttgred and st&ndardized.
















TIME CO._STANT Ah'D/OR FREQUENCY ItESPONBE
















Yen_,w Bp_ ]b_truzzmnt Co.
-110 to B00°F
?3N ,a.vam ..* 0"C
1812 ,,h.-i at _I0"C
5(10 ohms _ N*C
Z0S.6 ,a,,,,s a: _'C
11_,4 ,,z'-,,s st I00"C
s.7 _c/_r _ _ m stsp chsmp
5/32-/n. -dhmz., Z0-ft cahte
Caml_b6bot_dorau_oclawd. l_e-s4wdtzzd_. Iamr-















TIME CONSTANT A_D/OR FR.EQL_ENCY RE_c_/_E



















1812 aizml at 30"C
_mns at 4O'C
_08.6 _mas at _C
155.4 olm_s at 10O'C
7 _ for SS_ r_ t= step _
3/16-in. -dlam,, lO-k cable
Carmot be boiled or autoclaved. Pre-aged and standardized. Can
be ir_rehang_ v_th ctber YS1400 serie0 u_tt_ within * 0.2"F.


















TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQUENCy RF.S]90_E















Body tamperamn-e !_reeml) for the Mercury
Simldar tc tba_ used on the X-15
McDoemell AlrcrLet
Therm/stor _'ldl_)





















TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQUENCY RESINDNSE

















NASA Mxmmd Spacecraft Center
No. 40 mesh st_n_ss steel, 30-ram diam. Mounted 2 mm above
akin wf_h • tkmtoni_e, Calcium Chlorlde, and w_ter paste





T_'.AJ'qSDUCERS AND SENSORS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET









e. Power or Volt,_e O,atput
d. Output Impedance
S E NSIT_'IT_"
OVERP_J, NG E FACTOR
LIFE EXPECTANCY
TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FP,.EQL_ENCY R.ESPO_E




Lt N F.A tLITY
HYSTEP_SIS











Used for _w,.l B6.ol_.md Airborne and As_,.onm_c_tl tm_s
.No. 60 mesh metal {monel) between two sheets cg molded latex
baying • circular apertare. Strand d cable (Mimaoi_ manu-



















TIME CONSTAN_I" AN-D/OR FREQUENCY RESI_)NSE
















Pa_pmle at O. 5 cI_ = 80%, Response _t 60 cpe = 80%,
1_espoz_e at 4OO epB = 2_
0.o07 in. by 7/8 t_ _m.





TRANSDUCERS AND SENSORS DATA ACCtJ_4ULATiON SHEET
MEASURAND
MODEL, SERIES
_L_ N_UF ACTU]R ER
OPERATI.k_3 PRINCIPLE








TIME CO_TANT AN_D/OR FREQUENCY RES]PONSE














ECG, EEG. GSIR, EOG
Rmmta, Used on Voetok 3 and Voetok 4
Electrodes, _Llver dlsem 20mm diam., 0.5 mm thlck. Amplifier
hu a galn c_ 2,000 amd a freq_ncy l_AShand c_ 0.5 to 40 c!_
Amplifier has • gain ot 20 _ a l_Ssbend _ 3 to 15 elms
A S-kc signal la mod_ated, detected and ampllfled. The electrodes
are _ to the plaz_r surface of the right foot a_d lower third
et_ ri_.
Silver electrodes ax_ sprlng-motmted and secured to the helmet,
placed **ear the _xter corners _ both eyes
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TIME CONSTANT AND/OR FREQLVENCY B.ESPONSE
















Natural freq. 22 cpe; Damping period 0. i Bec
60 by 50 by 20 mm
Two coils with iron core immobile - Seismic mass a m_t
w_th Iprin C mam_t be used if animal is moving)
Reapiratory and other slow movements have little effec',
Ele_
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%:ANSDOCF.J_ AND SENSO.ILS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET
MEASLrRAND
MODEL, SERIES
MA NU FAC TURER
OPE tL_ TI N_3 PRINCIPLE
ME.&SURAND RANGE
OUTPUT CH ARAC T E Rr.S .'I_/C$
a Nature
b. Output Range{sl
c, Power or Voltage Cratput




TIME CO.WSTANT AND/OR FREQUENCY RESPOI_E
















Used for Naval Biologiet! hirbor_ t_d hgronagical Tests
UM_I successfully with • special ele_





TRANSDUCER._ A_ SENSOR$ DATA ACCUMULATION .SHEET













TIME CONSTANT AN'D/OR FREQUENCY RESPONSE











R _-"M n, HK S
REFERENCE
C LASS
ECG t_ No. 2
Utmcl for ._d I_ologteld Airborne and Astronaut..ictI .'.teB_





SYSTEMS DATA ACCU_31ATION SHEET
Yl NCTiON NASA Gemini Impedance Pneumog'raphy Signal
MANUFACTURER C ondhlonl_ A_ptifier
MODEL
iNPUT C HA RA C TEE.L_q_CS
A. Genera/
a. Number of Input Channels and N_ture
b Sig_l L_,el {Normal Operation) I to 10_ of _cree impedance at < -2_C to < -4_C
c Maximum Input Level
_. _e 250 m, 350 ohm._
e. Common Modie l_j_:taR_





a. Number of Channels and NRture
b. Rate
c. Impedance
a. Level (Voltage, Current, POwer) 0 to 20 my
e, Visua/ Display
f. O_,her
5 T C'P_ G E
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESIdeNCE TI_E 0 to 6 cl_
E >-_'ZRON%IENTAL RANGE
CPE_TING CHARACTERISTICS























m. Bandwidhh Control of Subcaxrier
n. Bandwidth
METROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
a. Excitation +lOv, -10v, I_DC, -6ma, *5ms, 0, Ii w_tts
b, Weight 1.5 oz








REMA_:S __ Ba/anee4 PCM
C LASS _a/ Conditioner, Respiration
:.A\_ 1
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a. Number of irkl:_t Chann_ and NaY.lre
b. Sign_ Level (Normal Operation}








a. Number of Channels and Nature
b. Filter
c_, ImpedanCe

















b. Carrier F req_a ency
c. Subcar rier Frequency




g 3_ o_iarA_r, Frequency
h. Carrier SmbilRy













d. T_pe {i.e. _ FM+ PAM, ecc._Sensitivity









2 or 3 lead surface electrode
10 kohm mLn
0._5 V rms, 50kc* 5kc
350 ohm
6 d_/octave satI0 Cl_
/._ms than 1000 ohm
0 to 5 V, aim_le-e_
_rn_, 2.5 V at _'C
Sh_tkl be greJrter _ 33 kohms
0.04 to I0 ep8, eouplL_g t£me eomstant; 4.5 see, rain
40 to 120"F
UsL_g ECG electrodes on the chest, a voltage is applied
and thoracic Lmpod,_n_e changes due to respiration are
melus_.
4 v pe_k-_o-pe_k ± 0.2 v for a 10-ohm cyclic tmpedtnce change




-11 ± 0.1 VDC, 12 ma max, 6.5 ± 0.1 VDC, l0 ma max
3.5o*
0.55 by 2.13 by 2.8 in,
N/A
27
Sigma/ Conditloner ]Res piratlon
2
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INP/'T C HARACT ERIBTICS
A. Genera/
a. Number o_ _ Chanmel_ and Nature
b. Electrode Vo_
c. Etecu-cx_ tmped, m_
d. _e
e. Comma_ Made Re]_





a. Nkunber of Clmm*els and N_a-e
b. Rate
c. I_e
d. Level (Vott_ge, Currez_,, Power)
STOBAGE
FREQUENCY R_PO_E OR RESPONSE THME











































0.1 _olt peak-to-pe_k at 50 kc± t0 ke
_0 ,.,Tm,
10 _ at 50 kc, 10 me_o/_m mlm from 0 to 100 opt
1,000 ohm minx
lOmva 1 my dtff_remial wi_ one outp_ b/aNd
postu_ wu_rup,_ _ Wrom_
0.03 to 10 _, * 3 _, rolloff 18 d_/o¢'_._
10 my pe_k-to-pe_k for 1 ohm electrode ahmn_
20 my pe_k-tm-pe_k for a I0 ohm ele¢_rode cham_
OFerl_tm_: 0 to l$O'F, _: -65 to 20_'F
N/A
N/A
-9.9 to I0. I,VDC, 8 ma mu, 9.9 to I0.1 VDC, 8 ma mu
Sas
0.41 by 2.31_ 2.4 ia.
N/A
3_
Signal Condltto_ r/Respt ration
3
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SYSTEMS DATA ACC_MLJLATION SHEET
FUNCTION




a. Number of Input Channels and Nature
b. S_qgn_lLevel (Normal Operation)
Maximum Input Level
_: Imp_d_e
e. Common Mode Rejection





a. Number of Chanmels and Na_are
b. Rate
c Impedance
d. Level (Voltage, Current, Pc_er)
Visual Display
T_,ECO"STA_T
FREQUENCY RF_PON'SE OR RESPONSE TI_E















e, Carrier D_'iau on




i H mr moaic Distortion
] . Antenna
k. Power Ampltfie r
! Range
m. Bandwidth Control c_fSubcarrier
n. B anch_,idth






















Grea_r tb_n I0,00_ rain
0. I v peak-to-p_tk across 350 _ms
0,1 Y peak-to-_ m 50 kn
Z_ss _Ln 1,000 ohms
10 my
Dl.ffe_: biased to 0.01 V
5_c
0.03 to I0 c_
0 to IS0°C
N_. 10 my, peak-to-peak for a l-ohm impedance change




-lOV, 8me,, 10V, 8ma
3o_
0._ by m3 by _,4 la,





SYSTEMS' DATA ACCUM_JLATION SffEET
FUNCTION
MA h-CFAC TL .--_ER
MODEL
IN'PUT C HAI_A CTERISTICS
A. General
s. Number of _ Cha_m _ NsZuz'e
b. s_a Level (N_ Oms-_c_
c. M_:imum _ I.,eval
d_ _ee
e, Common Mode ReJ_tion
f_ Maximum Commo_ Mode Volm4p_
g. Voltage
B, Specific Sensor
0 L"I_PL-r CIIARAC TER_TICS
a. Number of C_s _ N_e
b. Rate




rRE_L'ENCY RESPONSE OR RESZ_O_E T]_E















































0.05 volts acro_ 350 ohms, from 2 or 3 1_d ek_a_dss
I_m thsn 1,000 ohms
5V, inhale m*d_
0.04 to 10 elm, for a 10-kohm load
80 to 130"F




-llV, 12m&, 6.5 V, 10ma
3.5,_
o.as b_ _.. b? _._ _n.
N/A
















e. Common Mode Rejection





a. Number of Ch._nnels and N_are
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FREQI-ENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
E N%-'TRON'_,__E NTAL RANGE
























m. Bandwid_ Control of Subearrier
n, Bandwidth

















0. t5 v a.cron,, 35,0 oh:ms, from 2 or 3 lead electrodes






0.03 to I0 cpm
30 to 130"F
0.8 v, peak-to-peak for • 10-okra change
N/A
N/A









SYSTEMS DA'rA A_O.JMIJLAT_ON SHEET
FUNCTION
MA N_-F A C _jRER
MODEL
L_Tt_F C t_L_R-A CTER_TICS
A. Gemer'al
a. Number _f Input Clmm_els and N_
b, slr_i Level (_ormal Ol_r_Rm)
c. Maximum _ Level
d. Impeda_e
e. Comm_a Mode l_)actlon




ou'r]_FT CH _RACTEI_I5 TICS
a. Number of Charm.s and Nature
b. Rate




FRH_UENCY RF_.SPOI_E OR RF_POI_E TIME













b. C axrler Frequeacy










































SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET
F_'NCTION
M E ASUH.% _-D PROPER_
MODEL
LNP Lq" C HARACTEKISTIC_
A. General
a, Number of _ Channels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Operat_a)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. _e
e, Common Mode Re)eet/zm




OUTPUT Ct_u_L_C T ER]_TICS
m Number of Channels and Nature
b. Ra_e
c. Imped_ e




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESImDN_E TIME



































MesJmmms ors/_ msctal temperature
YelM_ _W_ 1_'ecision Thermometer No. 44011
0 to 5 volta, output impedance 500 ohms
N/A
Fx'_qoe_-"y re_ to 1 cpa: 0 to -4 c_ at 4 cps; minimum








i._ by S by S.VS In.
÷10 to -I0 VDC * 1 l_rcemt
S ma/Rpply
8w_,s
Fi_r form_ble _ not to _ 0. ll-ln, diameter. Cormector





C ondltior_sr- Tern pe rature
1
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LNP [q" C HARACTER_TICS
A. Osneral
a. Number o_ _ C_s _ N_
b. sigu_ L,ev_ (Normal
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Lu_edance
e. Common Mode Reject/on





a. Number of Channels a_l Nature
b. Rate
c. Impeda_e
d. Level (voltage, Current, P_er)
STORAGE
FREQUENCY RESPO_E OR KESPO.-_E TIME












































Thlrmi4_or Probe, Yellow Spr/ng_, 1050 ohms at II0"F, Series
w. 400; 1650 dm2e at R)*F
Two: s/.gle ended - am_og
6,000
Max +0._ VDC st ll0"F, -0...%5 VD,C at 90*F




Bahmce can be zeroed with T = 92°F to 108"F
N/A
1% from _O'F to 100"F with YSI series 400 probe
S/A
-I0 to -12.2 VDC at 14 ma max, +6 to +6.75 VDC at 1.0 ma max
Sos












a. Number of Input Cfiannels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Operation}
c. Maximum Input Level
d. impedance
e. Commo_ Mode Rejection





Number of Cnarmels and Naturea.
b. Rate
e. Impedance




FREQUENCY RP--_PONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
E?_,qRONMENTA L RANGE


































Type {i e., F_], DkM _tr.l
Sensitivity














I volt peak to peak
Less _ 1 ,gv from I to 10(3 eps, referred to the input
O.I to 6OOO el_
-_0 to -100"C operating temperature, -50 to *125"C storage,
Vibration and shock meets NIL spec E-5400
_)0 to 20,000
O.I_q_ from 0 to 50"C
_/A
N/A
± 6V, 1.2 ma
lo_
0.S by 0.75 by 3.5 in.
N/A




SySTE_ DATA ACCU_LILAT|ON SHtEL='T
YUNCTION




a. Number of Lnput C.haanels sml Nature
b. Sigw.a/ _,ei _Normal Opera,lena}
e. Maxi_ _at_t Level
d. Impedance
e. Commcm Mode Rejection
f _ _mm_ C_n Mode V_ltaSe




_. Number of Cl_mnel¢; af,dN_I_e
h. Noise
Impedance




EKEQ_qENCY K_'_;PONSE OR RESI_O._SE TIME










































ECG/EMG Signal Comlltionlng Amplifier
by 106 tWl_ns differe_i$.l
8_ db st _0 cI_
2,6 gv peak to peak, referred to shorted i_p_,t
I_s _hl_ 1,000 ohms at 3 ap_
• 1 v mlt_





-10 to -12.2 VDC, 2.5 ma max, 6 to 6.75 VIX_, 1.5 rna max











a. Number of Input Channels and Nature
b. Sigr_al Leve2 (Normal Operation}
c. Maximum Input Level
d. ImpedanCe
e. Common Mode P_jeetion





a. Number oi Channels and Nal_re
b. C,mJn
e. Impedance
















b. Carrier F req_ae_ey
c. Subcar rier Frequency
d. Subearrier Deviation

















NASA Gemini ECG Signal ComSitioning Amplifier
Matched to 1%-20 Me_ term. to gnd. from 0.2 to i00 cps.
I00 db common mode. Noise at _ < I0 _tvpp at input
from DC to I00 elms
3to20
0 to 20 mv
I_fferen_L1 wttb resistance less than 1,000 ohms
Frequency Respotme: 0.2 to I00 cps ± 3 c_ rolloff
12 db/ont
DC _ d_ere_A]
Recovery. time C,vithin 2 mv of no s_al) after input of
1-volt _ for 100 miltisec: 10 sec
With no sig_d c,atput: i0 mv
SU_ility • l. 0%
N/A
N/A
+I0 VDC, -I0 VDC ±le{.
l.$on
l.S by 2 by 0.375 in.
< 5 mt/sapgly
:_EM_P.KS StazElard balitneed PCM. The m'_plifier must operate from
It source of 1 to 40 kc. No 0e_d_ttion wben st 50 k¢
ECG Signal Conditioner
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A. Ger, er _.
a. Number of Input Chapels and Nature
b Sign_ Level (Normal .Operadon}
M__ximum InImR Level
e. Common Mode Rejection




OUTPUT CHAKa, C TERISTICS
a_ Number of Charmels and Nal_re
b, Rate
c. _mpedanee




Y R EQII ENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME













b C _rrier }'requeney




l:_put P :,_ er
g Modulation Frequency
b. Carrier SLabf_itv




_:. Banawidth C,_ntrol of Su}.x'arrier
n. Bandwidth







e Type (i e., FM, P%M, eto.i






Sig_l Co_tlon_g A_mpllfler {ECG)
0,2 to i00 cps ± 3 _ roiioff of 12 db/oemves
0 to 20 mv dlffere_tg[





*I0 to -I0 %UgC ± i_, < 5 ma/supply 0.1 watt
1.5oz






SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULA!3ON SHEET
FU _C TION ECG S_mLI Co_tlo_r




a. Number of Input Cham_e/s amd Nat_ee DI_ 3 leM
b. Signal Level INormal Operation) * I my
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Im_e _ 2 x 106
e, Common Mode Rejection 80 db
f. .Maximum Common Mode voltage
g. Remote Controls
h. Other
B. Specific Sensor Electi'odes
OUTPUT C HAB-_C TERISTICS
Number of CbmPmels and Na_/reS.
b. Rate
C. Inq,ged amc e




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIIME 0. I to ]0,00O
ENAJRONq_Eh_fAL RANGE Z5 °F












b, Carrier F req'aency





g Moaulatior F requercy




m. BanOwi_h Comro! Of $u_arrier
n, Bandwid_







e. T_'pe _i e. r ,. PAM,
.4 Sensttlvity
t :_o{se rs_r_












a. Nv_3aer of Input ChavaelJ and Nmure
b. Signal Level (Normal Operation)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Impeta._ e
e. Commae Mode ReJecq:km




OUTPUT C HAKAC TEP25;TICS
a. N_r of C_s and Nt_ure
b. Rate
c, Impedance




FREQUENCY RESI:'ONSE OR RESPONSE TIME











































150, Number _ Serlea: 101464
S i_d d_
0. 001 v m*mt*_]
0.0¢2 v




< 1000 ohml _ 3 cpe
0.01v
0.2 to I00 cl_ (_ db)
0 to L_)'F (otmrttaz_
5to 10
OLin tdlustmem 5 to 10X
N/A
N/A
-i0_ at 0,005, +10v at 0.005
2.5-_












a. Number of Input Channels and Namuve
b. Signal Level (Normal Operation)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode Rejection





a. Number o_ Channels and Nature
b. Rate
c. Impedance




YRL2QUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPOY_E TIME
E h%-LRON .-M E N-F A L RANGE
OPERATING C HAP Jr CT ERISTICS
TRANSFER FUNCTION























































0.4 to 5, (K_0 e4_
0.5 by 0.5 by 3 in.
600O
3 _,v noise mimt
N/A
N/A














a. Nttmber of _ Chanm_s and _zmn-e
b. Signal Levd (Normal Operation)
M_mu_m _ Level
d. _e
e. Common Mode ReJ, ectlim*




OU TPLq" C H ._LACTEB/S TICS
a. Number of Cham_els _d Nafalre
b. Rate
- Impedance




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
EN%rL_ONME NTAL RANGE




















































> 5 v rz_s
O. 2 to _00 cpm
Temp 0 to 5O*C i% VLbraticm 6Og m 60 cpB
tmiBe < 5 t_ to i_ztt
N/A
N/A
•,- Z4 v at 0.00_
15cs






SYSTEMS DATA ACOJMLLAT|ON Sh'EEt"
FUNCTION ECG Si_a.1 Co_litlomer
MODEL TLA-02
iNPLT C HAt___C T E RLgTICS
,-% General
a. Number of Input Channels and NaPare Diff - 3 lead
b. Signal Level {Normal Operation} • 1 my
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Impedance > 50,000
e, Common Mode t:tej_::tinn 70 d_ De'-2,000
t. Maximum Common Mode Voltage 5 VDC
g. Remote Controls
h. Other
B Specific Sensor E ltmtroe_a
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
a. Number of Channels and Na_zre _ el_led
b. Rate
c. Impedance
d. Level (Voltage, Current, Power) 3v
e. Visual [_, splay
f. _'_her
£-FO_,}-LkG E
KRE_UENC3 RESI_)NSE OR RESPONSE TLME 0 to 100 cps
E NX_RO\_- _E NTA L KANGE
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
TRANSFER FUNCTION







I-iF F EX PEC T_ NCY
TP." NSMiTTER N,,'A






g. M, d_ation Yrequene}
E. Carrier S_abflity
i H ar moran Dis_o_ion
j _ntenna
k Po_er Amplifier
m. Bandw_dLh Control of Subcarrier
n. Bandwidth





a B a _.:_'idth
b. De moderator s
c ,__'pe (i e., FM, PAM, etc.)
Senslti*. ity
^ Noise Figure
R E M _..r_KS
RE} ERENCE 43
C LASS ECG Sig_ai Co_ditio_,er
P, A N-K 9
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a. Number of Input Channels and N82;_-_
b. Signal Level (Norm-] Oper_Zlcm} 0.001 v
c, Maximum Input Level 0.005 v
d. Impedam_e > B0,000
e. Commo_ Mode P.eJecCkm • 50 db
f. Maximum Common Made Vo_,Ge
g. Remote Controls
h. Other
B. Speclf_ Sensor Ele_-_-odmo
OU TPi_r CHARAC TERIST/CS
a, Nhunber of Channels and Nature A_d_,
b. Rate
c. Impedance < 10O0 oJmms bsl




FREQUENCy RESPONSE OR RESImOI_E T_ME i0 cI_ to I,000 cl_
EN%rI_O.%qMEN_FAL RANGE 0 to B0"F • 5_
OPERATING C HARACTERISTIC_
TRANSFER FLq_C TIO N
GAEN 54 ¢b pin
STAB_ 8%








































ECO or EMC C.mcl_omer
Tiber lain. Corp.
















a. Number of _t Cha._nels _ Nature
b F-igna! Level (Normal Operation)
c Ma_xLmum Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode Rejection




OUTI)UT C H A I_._CT ERISTICS
a. Number of Cb_.R_ls m_d Nm_,re
b. Rate
e. Impedance




FREQUENCY RESPGNSE OR RESPONSE TIME













h C _rrier Frequency
6ubcar rier F rc_queac y
dl Subcar rier Deviation
c. Carrier Deviation
1 P. ,wer #-*at
e. ",,P:d,&atm.n Frequency
h. (-:_rrier S_bi]it v




_'_. Bm,.fi_ud_h Control of Subcarrier
r,. Bandwidth,
















5 v rma mg.x. to CEC 7-34;I gaJvos
0.2 to l, 000 C'I_
60 db
Less than 5 UV
N/A
NA
.26.5 v at 6 ms
N/A




SYSTEMS DATA A_CI.JMUI-ATION SHEET
FUNC%!qON
.MA ._-UF A C TURER
MODEL
IN_PL-f C }L%R_%CT ERLCTICS
A General
a. Number of Input Channels and Nt_1_--e
b. Sig_.al Level (Normal Operation)
Maxamum/input Lea,elc.
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode P_jsetkm




O U TI_IYr CHo_qACTERISTICS
Number of Channels and Naturetl.
b. Rate
_,_ Imp_danc e




FKEQI_NCY KESPON_SE OR IRESPON_E TIME
E N-VLRO h--ME h-/A L RANGE


















































2 x I06 ohme diff
Electx_x_e
St_, mmlog
< 1000 ohmB at 3 cp_
• 1.0 v m_x
0.2 to 110 c_s
1,000 minx
• z.5%zmn
Gain _l_um_bie 8OO to i000
N/A
N/A
iZvat 2,4rot, 6vat 1.5ma
3oz












a. Number of Input Channela and N_ure
b. Signs/ Level (N_rmal Operation)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. lmpedance
e. Co, roman Mode Reject_o_




OUTPUT CH AR.AC T EPA_ TICS
a, Number of Channels and Nalmre
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE "rl2dE
ENYIRON_E NTAL RANGE












































2 my peak to peak, dlfferem2a!
100 kohms




> 1 v peak to peak














SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET
FUNCTION




a. Number of Input Channsts aad N_mre
b. Signal Level (Normal O_on)
c. Maximum Input Level
d, Impeea_e.
e. Commo_ Mode Re)ectlom





a. Number of Channels and N_mre
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESIDUE TIME






















j . A nteuna
k. Power Amplifier
I. Range




















o.oo2 v pss_k to l_k, dtl_rem:l_
> ZlSO Im/mms
> 75 db. 2 to (1_ _pe
2, _,ek
Nobm: < 15 #v .d_ sbsr_d _
< 20 k.aYm
_ v_ tope_flc
0.2 to 45 cpe











SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATtOb4 SHEET
P%,_=CTION




a. Number of Input Channels and NRture
c. Maximum Input Level
d. _e
e. Common Mode Rej_





a, Number of Channels and Nat_Lre
b. Rale
c. I_Ips_b_ e




FREQUENCY RESPON25E OR RESPONSE T_E
E _x%q_ Oh_ NTAL RANGE
OPEFL_ TL_G C PL&RAC T F_TICS

























































SYSTEMS DATA AC6"UMLILATION SHEET
FUNCTION EOG C_
.%I_NUFACTL-RER T_er ImP. Cozy.
MODEL 20_-7
L_-PLrr C HARACT EB/_TICS
A. General
a. Number of -IRputChanne_ and Nz_u_e D_[ermmd_tl
b. Signal Level (Normal OpmrRtlou) 0,005 v
c. Maximum Input Level
d. impeda'_ e > 80,000
e. Common Mode Re_ecLiou > 54)db
f. MaxJmum Common Mode V_Itage
g. Remote Controls
h. OCher
B. Specific Sensor EI_x_IMe
OU TPL"r CHARAC TER_TICS
a. Number of Chamois and Nai_J.re AJ_i_, hm_lmmeed
b. Rate
c, Impedance < 500 o]huml




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME l to 3000
H NVLRON _'._ENTA L RANGE _'C







PROC I_SING TIME N/A
L_'EARITY
LIFE EXPECTANCY
TP_ NSM_TT ER N/A
a. M_dulat/on
b, Carrier Frequency


































e l.S v at 250 _d
1.8--












s. Nmnber of Input Channels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Norms/ Operation)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Impedance
e, Common Mode Rejection
f. Maximum Common Mode Voltage




a. Number of Channels and Nalnre
b. Rate
c. _ped 8__ce
d. T-eve/ (Voltage, Current, Power)
e. Recorder
STORAGE
FREQt[ENC¥ RESPONSE OR RESPO._SE TIME
ENW'LRONME NTAL RANGE
OPEBA TLNG C }£_RACT E_RISTICS










































1 my InImt yleld_ 9.85 in. deflection on CEC 7-341
gnlvta_meter










SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET





a. Number of Lnput Cban_s a_d N_u_ _ _
b. si&,_.t Lever (Normal Opermlo_) 0.001 v
c. Maximum Inimt Level
d. Impeda_e > 1[_,000 oil=m
e. Co_ M_de Rejec_t_m 60 db
f. Maximmm Common Mode Valmse
$. Remote Co¢=t_ols
h. Othe_ -4 my =olme at I0 K
B. 8peclf_ 8emmor
OUTPUT CH_URACTEI_J_
a, Number o( Chamm].= aml Na_ _
b.
C. _e




F_UENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONBE TIME 0.4 to 10,000



























c. Sine =-1/4 by Z-I/4 by I tn.
L
b. _a_r8






CLASS _CO _ Oo=dttam_r
RANK IS
2-57
SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION Sh'_T
FUNCTION




a. Number of Input Channels _ Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Opertm_on)
Maximu_ Input Level
e. Common Mode Reject,i_n





a. Number of Channels anti Natare
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FRDQUENCN" RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIldE
l 3,%'LRONLME NTAL RANGE



























































c. Maximum _ Level
d. Impedance




a. N_z_ber of Channe!_ and NatRre
b. Rate
c. Impedaave




FREQ_ENCY R_PONSE OR RESPOI_SE TIME
E ._%_---LRON_[ E .NT"AL RA_NGE
OP ERATIN_ CHARACTERISTICS












c. Subc Lr tier Frequm_y


























0 to _O k_bm
5 mq_z. m_
100 db mln h'am O. 5 to I00 cq_. 80 db mi_ wifl_s 1,0 v
DC v_p1_l. M_ _ _ souroe Impeclmme < 1.0 ma
< I000 nk_ at 3 vpe
i0 my "# I mv di_erem:_Ll with one _ termlmM biased poeltlve
_ req_ctm gro._
0.5 to 100 elm, *3 db rolio_ 18 db/octmve _ 100 c_
Ad_Fum_le 10@ to 150
la_ _ I% mint _'_q_m_cy nm_
s #vpe_ top_k r_ferr_toInput
N/*
N/A
-9.9 to -10.1 VDC, 5 ma m_z., 9.9to 10,1 VDC, 5 ms max
o.a_ by Ls by _._ in.
N/A
to match typical PCM _l_n_try _ or _ chart





SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET
FUNCTION
_%L,%N"t: F A C TUq_.E R
MODEL
INTLq" C HA/_AC TERISTtCS
A. Genera/
a. Number of Input Channels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Operation)
e. MaxL_m_a Laput Levet
d. Impedance
e. Commcna Mode Rejectkra




OU T'PL'T CHAP,.A CTEIUBTICS
a. Number of Channels and Nature
b. Rate




FREQ/_ENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
E NVIRONrME NTA L B_&NGE















































4_5 d_ rain at ¢_) el_
C_la: 17
3 _ differemial
< i0_0 kotma at 3 _I_
5 my pelk-to-pe&k max
Noloe: 10 #v pe&k-to-petk referred to shortad inputs
2 to 100 Cl_
$0"F to I_0"F
_tlRy * 5% _r aperm_ _mraperam_
N/A
N/A
-10 to -12.2 VI_ at 2 ma max, +6 to 6.75 VDC at 2 ma max
3oz












a, Number of Input Channels sad N_mre
b. Stgual Level (_ormal OImr_nc,_)
c. ML_mn*n Input Level
d. _e
e. Commcm Mode l_jec_





a. Ntumber o_ Chaazmlm and NaZu__e
b. Rate




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPOMSE T_ME
E _N"_IRON]M E NTA L RANGE








































Amplifiers for I.,ttfle Joe _ Potsntia_













a. Number of In_t Channels and Nature
b. Electrode Currem
c. ]_usll Res istsnce
d, NoiSe
e. Common Mode Rejectlo_




OUTPUT CHAB.AC T ERISTICS
a. Number of Channels an_ Nature
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
E.x-XqR ONME NTA L RANGE












b. Carrier F re_eacy
c. Subcar rier Frequency



































0 to 0.5 x 106 olmas/cm 2
4 mv rms up to 400 epe
Less thtn 1,500 ohms
0 to O. 5 v pe_k-to-peak, single ended.
3 to 4 _ec time oonmmmt, i0 see on request





-I0 to 12.2 VDC, 4 ma mix, 6 to 6.15 VDC, 4 ma max
4.5 o,t





SYSTEMS DATA ACCLIMLLATION SHEET
FUNCTION
MA _-L;FA C _RER
OPERA TIONA L FORMAT
INPUT



























_s Luputs to PCM and FM telemetry, systems
6 types _f s_ls _e.g., thermistor, piezoelectric, etc.)
20 channels
operatlng, -35 to 160"F
_orttp, -35 to 185"F
90-gpeak, 3.5-reset. rlsetime, half sine shock
18 g for 40 m_ec
12 g max in forwtrd direction
3 g max in tatertl direction
148 db below 300 cl_
144 db max I_ any third octave hsnd to I0 kc
_00 kft or g_tter
0.05 (g rms)Z/cps from 2.0 to 300 clm
increase 3 db/octave from 300 to 6O0 c/_
O. 1 (g rms)Z/cpe from 600 to 1,500
roll_ at 12 db/octave from 1,500 to 2,000 Cl_
MIL- I- g0000
5,000 MTBF 71"C and _5_ RH
3,500 hr MTBF 93.5°C
N/A
28 VDC_ 3V, less than I ma
16
lO by 14 by 4.5 in.
23
Amplifiers, C,e_ ral
No _ in tb_ class
2-63






a. Number of Input Chaam_s and Na_are
b, Signal Leve2 (Normal OperaU_)
c. Ma._Lmum Input Level
d, Im_e
e. Common Mode Rejec1_am
f. Maximum Commo_ Mode Volt_e




a. Number of Channels and Nature
b. Rate
c • _)odarl3 e




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME

























m. Bandwidth Control of Subc_rrier
n. Bandwidth
























Grimier than 40 db
Single e_k_cl or d_erenZ_tl
10 kohm a/ng'ie ended. 20 ko_ differem.bLl
* 8 V pel_-to-pelk
Noise: 1_sz t.ha_ 1 pv DC to I00 cps, referred to input
DC _6 ke
-20_C to 100"C operating, -50 to 125_C storage,
Vibration a_d shock meets MIL Spec E 5400
















a. blumber o_ lap._ Chumelm ._ Mm_re
b. S_ Leve_ (_z-mU Opm_Z_
¢, W_=lmm= tupu_ L_-.t
d. lmpedm_e
e. Comm_ M,_





a. Nu_b_ M Chamois _ I_UBes
b. Rats
c. _e













































_slr tlm= 40 db
_ ,m_d or _Mms_dal
10 k_km _ ,mdsd, ao gown dtff_rm_t_al
No/_: Ires tha_ I _, from DCto I00 eps, r_krr_ _o/._p_t
DC t_6 k_
-M}'C t_ 10O'C, V_rs_/oa sad shock MIL-E-5400
Vartshls 5 to M0











a. Number of htlmt Channels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Operation)
c. Ma___num Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode Rej_ctlon












FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
E h%q3RON_E NTAL P_&N G E
LLUeEARITY AND h-_TERES]S
TRANSFER FUNCTION











c. Subcar tier F rec_eney



















e, Type (1 e,, FM, PAM, e_.)
d Sensitivity







C om_ olid_.ed E lectrodynamlc s
1-360
100 kohm * i0_
i00 rl_ rain DC, 80 c_ min AC
Sovxce Impedince: 1,000 ohms max
100 meg_hm mln it 50 VDC, out.at to primary power ground
Preset to 100 to 175, or 125 to 166.6, ± 0.Sq_
50 ohm max
* 5 v into 50-kohm Iced
Zero drift less than I0 _Lv in 8 hr, re_ferred to Laput
20 mv mLx pe_k-to-peLk, from 20 to 10,000 eps, referred
0 to 250 el_ ± 0.1 db




26 to 30 VDC, 100mamax




SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET
FUNCTION G_sr_ Purpe_ AC Amplifier
_&._TFAC TURER __
MODEL $_
LNP%r'I" C HARA CTERI_L'ICS
L Number c_ Inl_t C bzmzml8 mind NEm'e _smbd
b. S_n_ Le_ _orm_ O_r_
c, MaxLunan Input Level
d. _e Os",,mmr tbu 10S olm
Ma_mmn Commoa Mode V_'-'_
I- R,em_e Cmm, ol_
B_ specme Seuor
OUTPOSt " CHARACTER_TICS
L Number of Ch_ls sad N_ _ mxlkd
b.
c. _e LNe _ mO eknm
d, Level (VoRase. C_ Pemsr) ¢v pmk-m-p_k
e. Vis_ _y
f. Other N_: IJmt_m4_vrmsat60db_lnrsferr_tolnput
STORAGE
FREQUENCY _NSE OR RI_PO_SX TIME 10 _ 100 knp
EN%_IRON_N_I'AL RANGE -10 to 100"C _r_h_ t_mpor_, -50 to 1_.5 "C stm-_ge
OPERATLNG CHARACT ERIST_C8
TRANSFER FUNCTION
GA_ Varl_le to 00 db





















m. Bandwidth Control of _u_
n. B_ldth
METROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
a. E_citaflon _:laVDC. 1.2ma
b. Weight 1/4 m













SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET
FUNCTION




a. Number of Inpllt Channels and Nature








a. Number of Charmels and NaVarre
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FREQUENCY RESI:_DN_E OR RESPONSE TIME
E N%_-LRO_. {E NTAL P_,.N G E












b. Carrier F requer_cy
c. Svf-ncarrier Frequency
































broe_:L_d, 0.5 my peLk-to-pesk, input shunted with 500 pf
Case _ shield isolated from common lead, i00 megohm rain
Ad_stable 2 to 25, or 20 to 90
5 to I0,000 cps, * 5_
With temperature, -65 to 185_F, ± 5_ of g'gln
With power, ± I_ of gmn
NIA
28 VDC, 4 v, 20 ma max
45 grams max




SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SHEET
FL'NCTION




OUTPUT C HARAC TEIL_TICS




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RE_POMSE TIME























2 mv/p covlomb tre:lex_e - 500
p eolk.mb l.t I00 ep8 Lwut w*Zh ouZp_ lo6d
cL 1Ok in mri_ w/th 100 fd)
WI_ power -- * 1_¢ og regerence
Leem thL1_ _J_ _m_ _ Is ]mSS thSm 1.77 _S
5 to 10,000 Cl_, * 5_ (wl*..h max source cap_citamce)
U V'DC, +2..-,4, § ma mix
_rsm8 max
0.83 in. diam., 1.$85 _n. long
34
2-69
SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMOLATION SHEET
2.4 U_CATEGORIZED SYSTEI_L_
FUNC_ON
SL_ _JCFAC TL'RE R
MODEL
IN_2 UT C HAF_C T ERISTICS
A. General
a. Number of _ Channels and Nat.s
b. Signal Levd (Nor_l OperalJon/
c. Mammum Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode Rejection





a. Number of C_Is aud Natuxe
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FRE_L_NCY RESPONSE OR RESPON_SE TIME
E "¢VIRON_I E ._CI'.,A L RANGE













5_lhc a__rie r Frequency










m, Bandwi_h Control of Suhearrier
n. BRn_'idth






c, Type (i e., FM, PAM, e%_._
d, Sensi_iviIy








1 to 16 e_hs. lndivid_msl channel modules are used to match
different physiological signals,









SYSTEMS DATA ACO3MCILAT|ON SHEET
FUNCTION




a. Number of Inlet Channels and Nature
b. S_nal L_,eI (Normal Operation)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. ImpedanCe
e. Common Mode Rejection
f. Maximmro Common Mode Volt_e




a. Number of Cban_ls _d Nature
b. Rate
c, Impedance




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
E >TCh_Ohq,{E NTA L RANGE


















g. Moduiation F re_lemc y





m. B_una_'idth Control of Subcarrier
n. Band_-idth







c. T)q)e (I.e. , FM, PAM, etc.)
d. Sensitivity









1 to 3 chiumels for ECG, EOG. respL-mtion, ere,
500 kohm rypicLl
0.2 to IG0 c-_
N/A
3.8 by 1.25 by 0.8 in.






SY_EM$ DATA 4,COdMULATtON SHEET
FUN-2TtON
.kL_ N:: F AC TURER
MCDEL
LN-PlYr C HAtLAC TERISTIC$
A. Ge_erM
a. Number of Inp_rt Channels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Operation)
c. Mo_xJmum Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode l_j_u'tion





a. Number of Chammls and Nan_e
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FREQUENCY RESICK)NSE OR RESPONSE TIME
E N_RONME NTAL RANGE















e. C arrier Deviation
f, Powex Out
Luput Power






m. Btmdwidth Control of Subcarrier
n, B andwid"d_






















Noise: 4 W pe_-to-petk with a 20 ko_ma input
N/A
FM
2 mldlory TR 175 batteries
5 oz
Z.5 by _.z5 by Im.











a. Number of Input Channe_ and Nnmre
b. Signal Level (Normal _)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Conmmcm Mode Rejection





a. Number of Cbammts aud Nature
b. Hate
c. _133p4_Lm_c_




FREQUENCY RESPO._SE OR RESPOI_SE TIME
ENVIRONMENTAL RANGE













































0.2 to Z0,000 cpo
N/A




SYS-fEMS DATA ACOJMUkATiON SHEET
FU NC TIO N
.M_ANUFA C TL-RER
MODEL
I NT t-r C HAF_g CT ERISTICS
A. General
a. Number of Input Channels and N_mre
b. Signal Level (Norms/ Operation)
Maximum Input Level
e. Common Mode Rejection




OUTPUT CH._JLaC T ERE_TICS
Number of Channels and Na_are
b. Rate
c. Impedance




FREQUENCY RESI_:)NSE OR RESPON"SE TIg_E
E NXTRONM ENTA L P_ANGE












b. C arrier F requer_y






































1_ _.s by4.5 m,











L _mber of bmmt Cbm_ebl ud Nx_z_
b. S_ Lm_ morm_ Opm_m
c. MxxlmBm In_ la_l
d. Impsds_e
e. Comm_ Modo lW)eet_n





l'_md_r of C_ ud Nmm_




_UE_L"Y RESPONSE OR IU_SPOIqSE Tn/Z
EN"VIRONMEN'I'AL RANGE
















































_r, I.U v rechaZll_le _iI S ma, 1_ M4hr
Tz_msm/l_sz, Z_
Tm_mmsr, 1by 2.U by 0.S _





SYSTEMS DATA ACIZuh_JLATION SHEET
Fi NCTION




a. Number of _ Channels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Operation}
c. Electrode Voltage
d. E iecttode
e. Common Mode Rejection





a. Number of Channels an,/ Nature
b. Rate
c. Imm_danc e




FREQI ENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME













































Spacei_bs Inc., Van ,)_ws
Type lO22Oo
2 or 3 lead electrodes
0.15 v pe_k-to-pelk, 5 _, Ke ± 5 Ke
200 to 600 ohms
Single-ended, AC-couplecl
0.8 v peRk-to-peRk
6-see time constant, 0.03 to 10 eps for lOO-kohm load
30_Y to 130"Y
ECG electrode on either side of ehes_ respiration causes
impedancechang,
0.8 v pesk-to-peLk out for 10 kohrn _rclte impedance change
N/A
N/A
-i0 v to -12,2 VDC at 7 ma max, 6 to 6.75 "_q)C at 7 ma max
4,5 oz






SYSTEMS DATA AC_UMLI.AT|ON SHEET
FUNCTION




a. Number of _ Channels and Nwm_e
b, S_n_l Level (Normal Opm-_on)
c. Maximum Lnput Level
d. Impeda_ e
e. Comm_ Mode Rejectlon





a. Number of Channels and Nature
b. Rate
impeia_e




FREQUENCY F.ESPONSE OR RESPONSE TI]ME
E N_q_ONME NTAL B-A.NG E
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS










































i% clmm_ _ L_0to_k_m
500 o_xns nominal
L_m th_n 1,000 ohms
0.1 v for 1% elm*tge iv impedance, single-ended









SYSTEMS DATA ACC1JMULAT1ON SHEET
FU NC TION




a. Number of Input Channels and Nature
b Signal Level (Normal Opera_/on)
c. Maximum Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode Rejection





a. Number of CF_nnels and Nature
b. Rate
e. Impeda_e




FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE _'q!_E
E NWiRON_I E .NTA L RA_NG E












b. Carrier F recto em.c y
c. Subcarrier Frequency
d. Subeaxrier Deviation

































50 kohms at 3.000 cpi_
± 2.S v imto 50 kohm load




12 v ms center I_pped, 0.6 ma
0.25 oz






SYSTEMS DATA ACCUMULATION SMEET
FUNCTION




a. Number of input Ch_els and N_n'e
b. Stgu_ Level (Normal Oper_io=d
c. M_tmm_ Input Level
d. impedance
e. Common Mode Rejevt_n












FREQt-ENCY _.'_SE OR RFESPOI_E TIME
E N'VIRONMENTAL RANGE












b. C axrier Fre_cy






























To be used with model 130 trlmsmt_ler
_ks for 0.5 v, Oto lv, or 0to-I v
I0 s ohml, rain
AM, 1_ maz
0.7 v x_m:-_
IRIG _ for chamml _pecl.fled
_0 to 130*F
Fr_qu_cy c_cr_ for po_Ri_-golng _
* 2_ over bam_rk_ and over temperannw 50 to I_O*F
N/^






SYS'TF..MS DATA ACCUMIJLATtON SHEET
FI-NCTION




at Number of _ Channels and Nat,.re
b. Sig_.al Level (Normal Oper_on)
c. Me.mum _,_t Le_-e/
d. Impedance
e. Commom Mode RejeCtlon
f. _tnn Common Mode Volt._e




_. Ntlmber of Channels a.udN_axe
b. Rate
c. Impedance
d. Level (Voltage, Current, Power)
e, Vi s_aal Display
f Other
RANGE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OR RESPONSE TIME
EN'%.'TRON .'ME NTA L BAkNGE













c. Subc ar rier Frequency































0to5 VDC, 3 ma max from 0 to 150'F
Less than 5 sec for 63% of e 20°F step change
0 _ 150" F
± IC_ dewpolnts 32 to 150°F, ± 29 frost points 0 _o 32=F
Temperate: ± 150 _v/°F, Drift (lon_ term}: ± i0 rnv
* 1 ° F from begt straight line, 0 to 2° F for line thro_ the
end p,oln_
N/A

















































2 dt_eren_lLl prs, mmre
i ECQ Ws)
3 ECG (I/, L_, LI_
lC, SR
4 _m mm_Zm-,
Greater than 1 mw
thsa 100 mw
*_kc







Lelm tl_m 1 to greater l_lm_ 100 Cl_
_ I. 5% of nRIG WaLedSrd. StahILRy _f * 0.95%
Bat£ery 6.7 V, I ma for 75 hr
2.5% over 5 to 60"C
than • 0.5% pe_k-to-peak
Less _ 2.5%
I. 5% _[ IPIG _andgrd. StabIIlty i. 2% over 5 to 60 °C
Lv_ tlm_ _ 0.1%
* 0._%of_tlGatandLv_. Stahillty*2.1_mgx
0toSV
0.37% c_ IRIG mtam_a_. Stability * 0.0_3%
*1.2%





_0.61_f DRIGst_trd. Stability, • 1.42c_
5.4 VDC, 68ma
0.84 lb
































Ames Research Center NASA






Flow transducer is a strain-gage type with
c_tp_t lim_ar up to 250 Hters/min
Inversely proportional to the square of the mass flo_
Arm cuff. pressure source, moncmeter.
stethoscope used to measure blood pressure.
S'tethoseope connected to an amplifier with s
150- to 200-eps bandpass.
Output of stethoscope and Vransd_aeer are raided
together, Points are noted _nere sc_nd pulses
eRn be identified,
b'_ystem records electrocardiogram, pulse rate,
respiration rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressures,
and accelerations from 0 to 30 g's
24O
2-82






a. Number of _ Channels and
b. Signal Level (No'rnml Opera,ion)
c, Maximum Input Level
d. Impeda.ce
e. Conu_o. Mode ReJectlc,a





a. Number of Chammlm add Nature
b.












































Matclmd to 300 lmJmm ked
0roSy
-_0 to 14@*F
5 to 2,000 (3m white m_le
_0 g _n 9 mm¢
40 g for 10 mira
mm4m_y
Mm_mz_m _morb_¢! do_ _t 5 pi_tm in a timmm
_ malkm
O. 01 _ I00 md_.r
s.v x xo -xs am_/md/hr, 9.s x lO -13 ampa/rsd/hr,











LN_PU T C HARACT ER.tb_FICS
A_ Geuer_
a. Number of l_,_ut Channels and Nature
b. Signal Level (Normal Operatiou_
c. M_ Input Levei
d. I_e
e. Common Mode R_jectto, a
f. Mxxim_m Common Mode Voltage
g, P.e_ C o¢,trole
K Other
B. Spec£9Ic Sensor
OUTPUT CH AP__C T FRIS I_ICS
s. Number of Channels and Naive
b. Rate
c. Level (Voltzq_e, Current, Power)
d. _m_
STORAGE
.rILE_UENCY RESPO._SE OR RESPONSE TI_E
E N%"J_ ON.'_ E N--£AL R__'IG E
OPERA TLNG CHAP_CTE_ISTICS









b. Carrier Frequ. ency
c. Subc _rrier Frequency
d. Subc Rrrinr Devi_ion
- C_x tier Deviation
fl Power _t
Input Power
g. Moduia_on Y requer_y
h. Carrier Stability













Type (I.e., FM, PAM, etc.)C.
d. Sen_lt_vi_






MeJs _pectrometer _ An_m)
CoDmo_ th_tems Corp., Moratoria, C_lfforni_
Mia _._L_I p_tm_e detectable: < I0-ii mm Hg
F_: I to 32 Atomic M_te_ /3m'_, A_ept_ fo_
emery, 0 to 12 el_c'trt_ volt_ side e_er_D, 12 C_
Scm_ cam cycle Incl_In_ r_zero in 68 8ec
$¢Im_ 4, 14, 16, 18, 28LUd 32in Imin
0 to 5 VDC
Y_eds _ TM, Z of I0_ kdsme to I mcq_hm
0 to 40"C
M_etic d_fleotto_ _pe, _te-focuei_. elec_r, on-
_ent-type io_ sow_, de_e_ pe.rt_l_e
approaching frc_ solid angle _ _ _ _, r_di_._
* 1%: I_mHt_vK'y conjoint w_In a f_'tor of 2 over x
rm_ge of oper_ing temper_tu-_ _ _fter 500 turn-one
1 pert in 103 w_ PT " 1{)-5 mm Hg
One yr: minimum of 500 turn-o-a_ (14 turn-ons/d_y,
3 or 4 days • too)
27 watts












a. Number ofl.patC_umatq aml N_az_
b. sight Leve_ (Normal Opera:_
c. _Input Level
d. Imp_a_e
e. Common Mode Rejectlo.





a. Number of ChamPs and N_zLre
b. Rate
c, ]:_Jpad_d_ e















































Me_ur_ _ _ hzZrcrlntal _
osc_, buffsr amplifier, bri_e, carrier
,m_Itfler, ,rod detec¢or
_0ke
1,00% _ lind variable, w/th volt_q_ 81Tiz_ a
Ic_srmm_ r_i_.
Imptamod _tec_rod_ _ _hmr ami momm_d t_ a









SYSTENLS DATA ACCUMLILATION SHEET
FU NC 22ON
MA N-gF A C T UR E R
MODEL
INPUT C HA R_.C TEILIBTICS
Cem7_/CardL_ Mo_ttorlng System
Spaeela_ r=c., v_ N_ys, Csltf.
System cons_ts of m_bject borne XMT reeeivers
C_rdlac -failureRlarm se.,'nce -- visual i_d Rudlo
_%_b_ loczt/on service
Sub)ect ident, device to be imst_/|ed el Andre_ AFB
Hoepltal
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
a. Number of Chanaels and Nature
b. Rate
c. ImpedanCe


















b. Carrier F reclue_ey































Visual display of ECG graphic recorder
Range of X_TR - 250 ft
Magne_c Tape Recorder











a. Number of _ Cham_ts s_t N_ure
b. Signal Level (Normal Opera.on)
c_ Maximum Input Level
d. Impedance
e. Common Mode Rejection
f, Maximum Common Mode Voltage




a. Number of C_s and NRm__-e
b. R_te
c. Impedance




FR_L_ENCY RES;_NSE OR RE_PON_SE TIME











































O to flO cps




30 ECG records before battery _















e. _ame gratL-qg Network
d. Detector
20,000
50 to 500 eps




a_ NumA_er of Chan_els and Nature
b. ELate
e. Imped_e




FREQUENCY RESI_DN_E OR REStg3NSE TIldE
i N-I_ONh{E N_TA L RANGE







T_L_,NS ,MITT E R
a. Modulation
b. Carrier Frequec_y
c. Sube arrier Y req,_ er, cy





b. Carriei S_biI _k:;
i Har m,JrAc Dis%o_ion
] Antenna
k Power A mpli:[ier
]. Range

















SeparlLtes low-frequency en_e!_ by detection,
integr_te_ output Big_le. Loose fret. info.
about ali indices of functional condition ot the
ca__ddac muscle {dur_on o_ meehardcal) electro-
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2.3.2 Source Documents for Data Sheet Entries
I. "Carbon Dioxide Measuring Systems for Manned Spacecraft," Aerospace
Medicine, by W. H. Bush, Vo!. 35, No. 10, Oct 1964
2. "Electrochemical Device for Measuring Oxygen," Journal of Scientific Instru-
ments, by J. R. Neville, Vol. 33, No. I, Jan 1962. U.S.A.F. Aerospace
Medical Center, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas. Also "Physical Transducers
for Sensing Oxygen," U. S.A.F. School of Aerospace Medicine, Review 8-63,
by L. F. Johnson, et al., Brooks Air Force Base, Texas
3. Technical Bulletin - 304576. Honeywell Electronic Medical Systems, 4800 East
Dry Creek Road, Denver, Colorado
4. Ibid., Technical Bulletin - 304578
5. Ibid., Technical Bulletin - 304579
6. Ibid., Technical Bulletin - 304580
7. Ibid., Technical Bulletin- 304581
8. Technical Bulletin on Pressure/Pulsometer. Physio-Control Company, Inc.,
4719 Brooklyn Avenue, Seattle, Washington
9. Technical Bulletin- 4312. Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., 1400 South
Shamrock, Monrovia, California
10. Physiological Sensors for Use in Project Mercury, by C. Wheelwright, NASA
TND-1082
11. Proceedings of the Conference on Results of the First U.S. Manned Suborbital
Space Flight, Washington, D.C., Jun 1961
12. First Group Flight Into Space, by N. M. Sisakyan, Office of Technical Services,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 1964, Russian Translation
13. Biomedical and Human Factors Requirements for a Manned Earth Orbiting
Satellite, Republic Aviation Corp., Report No. RAC 1781
14. Instrumentation Package for Inflight Physiological S_dies, by M. N. Goldberg,
et al., North American Aviation, DDC Document Number AD-236039
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D 15. Determination of Test Instrumentation Requirements for Biological Airborne
and Astronaut Tests, Naval Air Material Center, Air Crew Equipment Lab.,
IDC From Project TED, N\_M AE-1403.1
16. Deleted
17. Op. cir. Ref. 13
18. Studies of Escape From Ballistic Space Vehicles, School of Aerospace Medicine,
Brooks Air Force Base, DDC Document Number AD-254065
19. "Partial Pressure Sensors for 02 and CO 2 ," by K. G. Halvorsen, Beckman
Instruments Company. Presented at Closed Circuit Respiratory Systems
S}_mposium, Aug 1960
20. "Soviet Biomedical Monitoring in Space Flight, Methods, Techniques, and
Equipment," Collection of Abstracts, Aerospace Information Division, Library
of Congress, Mar 1963, AID Report P-63-42
21. Technical Bulletin on Spaceborne Mass Spectrometer. Consolidated Systems
Corp., 1500 South Shamrock Avenue, Monrovia, California
22. Aerospace Hygrometer System, Cambridge Systems, Inc., Newton, Massachusetts
23. Technical Bulletin on Signal Conditioner. General Precision, Inc., Aerospace
Group, 63 Bedford Road, Pleasantville, New York
24. Ibid., Technical Bulletin - 130
25. Ibid., Technical Bulletin on Voltage Controlled Oscillators
26. Ibid., Technical Bulletin on Model 130 Discriminators
27. Ibid., Technical Bulletin - 101611
28. Ibid., Technical Bulletin - 101123
29. Ibid., Technical Bulletin- 100443
30. Ibid., Technical Bulletin- 100432
31. Ibid., Technical Bulletin- 102200
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32. Microminiatmrized I_trmmentation Package, Phase Three Study Report, Hughes
Aircraft Corp., Air Force Contract AF 04(611)-6344, DDC Document .Number
AD-286333
33. Technical Bulletin P-500. Newmark Instruments Medical Division, 143-149
Great Portland Street, London W. 1, Great Britain
34. Technical Bulletin 1303. Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., 1400 South
Shamrock Avenue, Monrovia, California, Jul 1964
35. Technical Bulletin 101465. Spacelabs, Inc., 15521 Lanark Street, Van Nuys,
California
36. Ibid., Technical Bulletin 101467
37. Technical Bulletin 1302. Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., 1400 South
Shamrock Street, Monrovia, California
38. Ibid., Technical Bulletin 1360
39. "New Bio-Med Pack Adaptable to Apollo," Missiles and Rockets, by A. U.
Collins, Feb 5, 1962, pp 39 and 40
40. A Flight Evaluation of an Airborne Physiological Instrumentation System,
Including Preliminary Results Under Conditions of Varying Accelerations, by
N. A. Smedal, et aI., NASA TN D-351, Dec 1960
41. Internal Biological Telemetry System Feasibility. Study, Flight Test Phase,
by W. N. Cooper, et al., MMSCV Directorate, Space Systems Division, Air
Force Systems Command, May 1962, SSD-TDR-62-43
42. Technical Bulletin 315. Mennen-Oreatbatch, 10440 Main Street, Clarence,
New York
43. Technical Bulletin TLA-02. Vector Manufacturing Company, Southampton,
Pennsylvania
44. Technical Bulletin 121. Biocom, Inc., 5883 Blackwelder Street, Culver City,
California
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Technical Bulletin - MetreteI-1100. Avionics Research Products, 6901 Imperial
Highway, Los Angeles, California
Technical Bulletin - Biotel-130. Spacelabs, Inc., 15521 Lanark Street, Van
Nuys, California
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A key factor in attempting a data system design is the data volume or data load to be
accommodated by the system. In many cases the mission is ill-defined when the data
system investigation is initiated. Under these conditions, estimates of the anticipated
data load are necessary. Such estimates have been made for manned and high-primate
space missions and are contained in this section.
3.1 DATA LOAD VS. MISSION TYPE
To properly use the tables included in this section, a generic mission type must be
selected, that is, either (1) near-earth orbit, or (2) lunar mission or planetary mis-
sion. Table 3-1 is used for near-earth orbit missions. In this table, the data are
separated into Housekeeping, Exploratory and Developmental, and Environmental
categories. Under each of these headings are listed the _ariations to be expected as
a function of further mission modifications, such as crew size, mission duration, etc.
By determining or assuming the projected mission type, the anticipated data loads
can then be determined for near-earth orbit missions. The peak :mlues listed in the
table are indicative of the worst case real-time data load. The daily figures take into
account the fact that, in general, data will not be taken on a continuous basis.
Lunar or planetary missions are not likely to be undertaken until basic life factors
have been thoroughly examined. Therefore, except in the early phases of each such
mission, class investigational data will not be of concern. Even when such investiga-
tional data are required, they will be of lesser volume that data for near-earth
missions because most investigational problems will have been resolved during
earlier missions. Table 3-2 can be used for lunar and planetary missions in the
same manner as described for Table 3-1.
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3.2 ._TICIPATED MEASLrRES FOR FUTtTRE MISSIONS
.amother aspect of the data loading is knowledge of which measures will be made. Such
information _-ill influence system design in at least two areas - display, and keyboard
configuration. In addition, means may be found to derive the desired information by a
combination of, or computation on, other data. For these reasons, a listing of antici-
pated measures has been made and included here. Table 3-3 contains these anticipated
measures, classed under physiological and psychological functions. Because of the
overlap in many of these bodily functions, in some cases the same measure has been
listed in more than one class. In addition to the psychophysiological measures, some
important environmental measures are included in Table 3-3.
3.3 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3
Biological Measurements of Man in Space, Progress Report, Report M-61-64-2, LMSC,
Dec 1964
Biological Measurements of Man in Space, Final Report, Vol. V, Preliminary Require-
merits Data Book, Report M-61-64-1-V, LMSC. Mar 1965
Biological Measurements of Man in Space, Final Report, Vol. II, Conceptual Design
of a Measurement System for Apollo X, Report M-61-64-1-II, LMSC, Dec 1964.
Biological and Human Factors Requirements for a Manned Earth Orbiting Station, North
American Aviation, SID-63-1392, 18 Nov 1963
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Metabolism
• Basal metabolism
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• Occult blood (urine)
• Occult blood (feces)
• Non protein nitrogen (urine)
• Amino nitrogen (urine}




• Blood plasma protein
• Bleeding time




• Red blood cell I12 5 uptak
• Red blood cell survival
• Clo_ing time
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• Bc_'el function evaluation
• Cardiovalmonary symptoms
• Voiding. ev_uation
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• Visual fields evaluation
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An important data-system function in space missions is reduction in data volume by
means of syntactic data-compression techniques. This section contains quantitative
data gathered during the "Study of Spacecraft On-Board Test and Data Processing Tech-
niques" that are relative to sTntatic data compression of biological data; also included
are the data made available from other studies normal telemetry data and on video data.
This section is divided into four subsections. Subsection 401 descrives the data-
compression algorithm; subsection 4.2 contains data on biodata compression, subsec-
tion 4.3 gives data on compresibilits_ of non-biodata; and subsection 4.5 discusses the
results achievable on video data.
| 4.1 DATA COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS
Descriptions of four syntactic data-compressor operations are presented in this
subsection:
• Zero-Order Predictor (ZOP)
• Zero-Order Interpolator (ZOI)
• First-Order Interpolator (FOI)
• Cycle to Cycle
4.1.1 Zero-Order Predictor
In the zero-Order Predictor the compressor predicts that succeeding data samples
will equal the magnitude of the last transmitted sample within a prescribed tolerance.
If a data sample equals or falls outside the tolerance band, that sample will be trans-
mitted and will replace the pre_lous reference sample in memory for subsequent com-
parisons. Figure 4-1 Lllustrates the behavior of the Zero-Order Predictor acting on
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a sequence of data points from an arbitrary function. The lower curve, depicting the
same process when random noise is added to the time function, shows how low-level
noise can affect compression efficiency.
4.1.2 Zero-Order Interpolator
Figure 4-2 shows the performance of the Zero-Order Interpolator. The upper and
lower limits are set + 2 K units about the initial data sample in a new sequence, where
K is the specified peak error. Both limits are modified as a function of data activity
such that the difference between a limit and the most recent data sample must be equal
to or tess than 2 K units. It is important to note that the upper limit is permitted to
decrease only; the lower limit to increase only. An out-of-tolerance condition will
occur when a new data sample falls outside the tolerance hand. Under these co_ditions,
the average between the previous upper and lower limits will be transmitted. This
transmitted sample will always be less than K units from each sample within the redun-
dant sequence. The new upper and lower limits are then set+ 2 K units about the out-
of-tolerance point and the process is repeated. The lower curve in Fig. 4-2 shows
less susceptibility to noise.
This algorithm is optimum for a zero-order polynomial representation assuming a
peak error decision criterion. _ statement can be verified by using a straightedge
to draw horizontal lines from 1 eft to right while staying within K units of each data
sample.
4.1.3 First-Order Interpolator
This compression algorithm is similar to the Zero-Order Interpolator except that the
upper and lower limits are computed from two straight-line slope predictions as illus-
trated in Fig. 4-3. These predictions are modified as a function of data behavior.
This logic is not optimum in that the starting point of a polynomial segment does not
have freedom. The termination point of a line segment is common to the initial point
of the following line segment.
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Investigation has shown that this algorithm has a tendency to oscillate in a manner
similar to a bang-bang servo system. This characteristic can be avoided if a new
line segment is initialized on the data sample that caused the previous line segment
to terminate. This modification has resulted in a considerable increase in word
compression ratio and has since been called the "Disjoined First-Order Interpolator. ,,
More recent investigations have shown that it is also possible to improve compression
efficiency without specifying both ends of the line segment if the initial point of the
new segment is specified by an approximation. For the first line segment, the
starting point is the first data point. Four different criteria have been used to select
the starting point for succeeding line segments. These four methods are described
by the name of the resulting compression logic, as follows:
• First-Order Interpolator Disjoined Line Se=Lrment (FOIDIS). Uses the out-of-
tolerance data point as the starting point for the new line segment. The
result is a series of segments disjoint in both time and magnitude.
• First-Order Interpolator Joined Line Segment (FOIJON). Uses the last
interpolated point in a line segment as the starting point for the next line
segment. The resulting series of line segments are joined together.
• First-Order Interpolator Offset With Direction Determ!n___ by the Out-of-
Tolerance Condition (FOIOOT). Uses, as the starting point for the next line
segment, the last interpolated point in a line segment offset in magnitude by
a preselected amount (usually K) in a direction determined by which limit was
exceeded.
• First-Order Interpolator Offset With Direction Determined by _e Line Slope.
Uses, as the starting point for the next line segment, the last interpolated
point in a line segment offset in magnitude by a preselected mount (usually
K), in a direction determined lr] the line slope.
4. 1.4 Cycle by Cycle
Cycle-by-cycle compression was devised for use on periodic data such as the ECG.
Using this algorithm, each sample of a cycle is given a sample number; then each
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sample of a cycle is compared with the corresponding sample of the last cycle trans-
mitted. To accomplish this, the last cycle transmitted must be stored in the com-
pressor unit. If corresponding samples differ by an amount greater than a preestab-
lished tolerance, the new sample is transmitted and replaces the old one in storage.
This method is seen to be a Zero-Order Predictor applied on a per-cycle, rather
than a per-sample, basis. W_hen a cycle of a periodic waveform must be transmitted,
one of the previously described algorithms is used to reduce the number of samples
required.
4.2 BIO-DATA COMPRESSION
Bio-data are usually evaluated subjectively rather than quantitatively. The effective-
ness is therefore best illustrated by comparing a plot of compressed reconstructed
data with uncompressed data. Such plots are presented here, along with the output
rate after compression and the rms error incurred by the use of the algorithm.
4.2.1 ECG
A typical ECG was digitized and placed on magnetic tape. With the aid of an IBM 7094
and Stromberg-Carlson 4020 plotter, data compression of the ECG was simulated.
Zero-Order Predictor (ZOP), Zero-Order Interpolator (ZOI), First-Order Interpolator
(FO1) and Cycle-by-Cycle (CBC) algorithms were employed. The resulting plots are
show_n in Figs. 4-4 through 4-7.
The top waveform in each plot is the original waveform sampled at 600 samples per
second. Each sample is represented by a dot. Where the data are not changing
rapidly, the dots form lines. Where the data change abruptly, the dots are distinct
(as in the QRS complex). There are approximately four complete repetitions of the
basic waveform.
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The next-lower trace represents the reconstruction of the original waveform after
compression. The missing samples are reconstructed and plotted within the peak
error or tolerance band. The peak error is 0.6 percent of full scale, where full
scale is twenty divisions. The time scale is 0.2 sec per division. The next two
lower traces represent the reconstructed ECG for increasing peak errors of 0.9
percent and 1.2 percent, respectively.
Figures 4-4 through 4-6 are, respectively ZOP, ZOI, and FOI. Figure 4-7 is the
same as 4-6 except that smoothing has been applied after reconstruction.
ECG records from a subject (t) at rest, (2) performing light work, and (3) exercising
were used in a computer simulation of the cycle-by-cycle algorithm. ECG signals
were digitized on-line under control of a CDC 160 computer. A digital tape was
prepared by the CDC 160 that was used as the input tape to an IBM 7094 during simu-
lation runs. The 7094 prepared plot tapes for a Stromberg-Carlson 4020 plotter, and
the resulting plots are shown here. As in the previous plots of Figs, 4-4 through 4-7,
the upper traces in Figs. 4-8 through 4-10 are the original waveform, and the lower
traces are the compressed reconstructed waveforms.
4.2.2 EEG
EEG data were compressed using a computer simulation of a First-Order Interpolator.
EEG sampled data tapes were used as input to an IBM 7094. The data were sampled
at 214 samples per second, which is sufficient to show the applicability of data com-
pression to this form of data. These data also had a considerable amount of noise,
which was filtered with a digital low-pass filter having a corner frequency of 50 cps.
Plots of the original data and the reconstructed data are shown in Fig. 4-11.
The bottom traces are the compressed and reconstructed versions of the data for
various various values of tolerance or peak error. The tolerance varies from 2
percent to 4 percent of full scale, where full scale is 10 divisions.
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4.3 NON-BIODATA COMPRESSION
With the current state of data compression technology, the compressibility of data
cannot be determined other than through computer simulation or by extrapolating
from known past achievements. To pro_ide some insight into the magnitude of com-
pression ratio that can be achieved on what is usually considered "normal" telemetry
data, Fig. 4-12, 4-13, and 4-14 are presented.
Figures 4-12 and 4-13 are plots of the compression ratios achieved on Agena telemetry
data consisting of 60 channels of commutated data. Each plot is for a different set of
60 channels. The data used to plot Fig. 4-13 had quite a high noise level. Figure 4-14
is the same type of plot for missile telemetry data. The abciasa on all three plots is
the aperture on tolerance used in the compressor selection of data samples; if a
sample is within this aperture (which is related by the algorithm rules), the last
sample or group of samples is discarded.
These curves may be used to qualitatively assess the compression ratio to be expected
for any given mission. To more accurately access the compressibility of any given
data set, a computer simulation is required.
4.4 VIDEO DATA COMPRESSION
Video data, as with bio-data, tend to be subjectively evaluated rather than quantitatively
evaluated. For this reason, actual reproductions of compressed and reconstructed
pictures are presented for comparison with the uncompressed. In addition, plots of
achieved compression versus tolerance are included for quantitative interpretation.
The photos used in the computer simulation were high-resolution aerial reconnais-
sauce photographs, approximately 178 line pairs per inch. Work currently being
conducted indicates higher compression ratios are achievable with lower resolution
pictures such as Tiros photographs.
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Fig. 4-12 Ageaa Telemetry Data Set 1
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Fig. 4-13 Agena Telemetry Data Set 2
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Fig. 4-14 Typical FBM Telemetry Data
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Figures 4-15 and 4-16 show the uncompressed photo along with compressed/
reconstructed pictures as a function of compression algorithm and tolerance.
Figure 4-17 presents a plot of compression ratio versus tolerance for different
algorithms. Figure 4-18 displays the reduction in picture transmission time that
can be achieved using data compression if the output ratio remains the same as for
the uncompressed transmission. This savings can also be reflected in lower band-
width constant-time relationships. Because the photographs shown in Fig. 4-15 and
4-16 are quite small, Figs. 4-19 and 4-20 are included for comparison purposes.
Fig_are 4-19 constitutes the original 8-1/2 by 11 reconnaissance photographs used in
the compression experiment. {The small scanned squares used in Figs. 4-15 and 4-16
are quite apparent in this photo. ) Figure 4-20 is the reconstructed photograph after
compression.
4.5 REFERENCES FOR SECTION 4
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Summary-Advanced Data Compression-- 1964 '
Report 6-62-65-1, by W. Bechtold, L. Bunyon, and P. Drapkin, 1965
"Sampled Data Prediction for Telemetry Bandwidth Compression," J. E. Medlin,
1964 Wescon, Aug 25-28
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, A Synopsis on Data Compression, Report
5-13-65-6, by D. R. Weber, 1965
..... , Reconnaissance Photo Experiment, Report 5-65-65-1, by P. Drapkin and
D. Weber, 1965
"Tiros Video Data Compression ," (Study currently in progress under contract to
GSFC, NASA; Contract ends 20 Nov 1965) Data Compression for Polaris," D. Wilcox,
LMSC-895376, 18 Sep 1964 Rev. A.
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K = 1;/16 K = 3/64 K = 1/32
N = 11.08 N = 8.48 N = 5.78
FIRST ORDER INTERPOLATOR (DISJOINED)
K_ = 1/16 K_ = 3/64 K = 1/32
N = 9.92 N -- 7.40 N = 4.86
FIRST ORDER INTERPOLATOR (OUT OF TOLERANCE)
Fig. 4-15 Compression by Zero Order Algorithms. K = Tolerance;
N = Element Compression Ratio
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UNCOMPRESSED
K = 5/64 K = 1/16 K = 3/64
N= 5.86 N : 4.44 N-= 3.14
ZERO ORDER PREDICTOR
K = 5/64 K = 1/16 K = 3/64
= 10.92 N = 8.27 N = 5.82
ZERO ORDER INTERPOLATOR
Fig. 4-16 Compression by First Order Algorithms. K = Tolerance;
N = Element Compression Ratio
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Fig. 4-19 Mosaic (Uncompressed)
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Fig. 4-20 Mosaic (Compressed)
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Two ground station networks will be used for future manned space flights, the NASA
Manned Spaceflight Network (MSN), and the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF).
The MSN will be used for missions with maximum slant ranges equal to or less than
8,000 nm. Beyond this distance, the DSIF will be used.
5.1 MAh_NED SPACEFLIGHT NETWORK
5.1.1 Data Transmission
This network is equipped to receive PCM/FM on a 235-Mc carrier. The stations use
Nems-Clarke receivers that have a noise figure < 6 db and have antennas with typical
gains (at 235 Mc) of 30 db. As in any PCM system, a decision must be made after
demodulation as to whether the received hit is a "1" or a "0." The total system noise
will cause errors to be made in this decision. Consequently, the system accuracy is
a function of the probability of incurring these bit errors. Figure 5-1 is presented as
a guide to selection of a signal-to-noise ratio requirement based on the desired pro-
bability of bit error. In addition to the curve for PCM/FM of the MSN, Fig. 5-1 con-
tains a curve for the DSIF coherent PCM/PSK. In interpreting Fig. 5-1, select a
desired probability of bit error and then determine the required signal-to-noise ratio.
The signal-to-noise ratio, in turn, is related to the telemetry-link parameters as
shown in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2).
S 3 [ fd_2 BIF
(5.1)
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Fig. 5-1 Probability of Bit Error Vs. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
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With the network in question, three of these parameters are variable: PT' Gv ' band-
width or bit rate, probability of bit error, and range.
Figures 5-2 through 5-4 are plots of these relationships. In all cases, the plots show
bit rate versus range for various values of one of the other variable parameters, the
other two being held fixed. The variable of Fig. 5-2 is probability of bit error with
the antenna gain and transmitter power held fixed at 0 db. Figure 5-2 shows results
of variable antenna gain with a Pe = 10-5 and PT = 1 watt, while Fig. 5-3 shows
various vehicle powers with a 0-db antenna gain and Pe = 10-5" For all MSN sta-
tions, the maximum data capacity is 1 Megabit, limited only by the receiving equip-
ment. This point is indicated on all curves. An>. bit rate resulting from a mission
projection that lies above this line must be modified by data compression or elimina-
tion of measures in order to match the MSN system.
To use these curves for antenna gains and transmitter power both in excess of 0 db,
proceed as follows: choose either the plots of Fig. 5-2 or 5-3 and determine the bit
rate from the curve for the appropriate antenna gain or transmitter power. Determine
the gain increase in the other parameter in db. The resulting increase in bit rate is
db
b 1 = b2 antilog ]-_
where
b 1 = increased bit rate
b 2 = bit rate selected from curve
db = gain increase in parameter not plotted on curve selected
5.1.2 Television Transmission
For the MSN, television may be transmitted in either of three modes: PCM/FM,
analog FM, or analog SSB. If PCM/FM is used, the curves of Figs. 5-1 through
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Fig. 5-2 Bit Rate Vs. Range for Different Probabilities of Error for Manned Space-
flightNetwork
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Fig. 5-3 Bandwidth Vs. Range for Various Vehicle Antenna Gains
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Fig. 5-4 Bit Rate Vs. Range for Different Transmitter Powers for Near-Earth Ground
Stations
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5-4 apply directly. If the television signals directly frequency-modulate the 235-Mc
carrier, the deviation ratio to be used in Eq. (5-1) should be 4, and the modulation
loss 8 db. The output S/N is then given directly by Eq. (5-1). With the carrier-to-
noise ratio derived from Eq. (5.2), the curves shown in Fig. 5-5 were plotted for the
two permissible MSN video bandwidths of 400 kc and 4 Mc. The accepted S/N for a
quality, picture is 26 db, and this is the quality that is being requested by medical
experimenters. This value is indicated in Fig. 5-5.
5.1.3 Voice Communications
Voice transmission in the MSN is accomplished simultaneously on two amplitude-
modulated carriers, one at 15 Mc and the other at 297 Mc. The high-frequency link
is for line-of-sight communications, while the lower frequency link utilizes iono-
spheric bounce for non-line-of-sight communications. The intelligibility or quality
of voice communications is a direct function of the receiver output S/N and should be
15 db or greater. The receiver used in the MSN ground stations is made by Collins
Radio Company. Its operating characteristics, along with a plot of S/N versus range:
are shown in Fig. 5-6. On this curve is indicated the 15-db quality level position.
5.2 DSIF TELEMETRY SYSTEM
5.2.1 Data Transmission
The DSIF is a network of seven ground stations around the world providing continuous
coverage for deep-space missions. Data are transmitted on a 2.3-Gc main carrier,
on which several subcarriers may be multiplexed. The modulation format is PCM/
PSK/PM. The DSIF ground stations will have a 210-ft parabolic antenna with a gain
of 53 db, and a noiseless, cooled-maser preamplifier with a noise temperature of
55 + 10°K. The probability of bit error versus S/N is sho_m in Fig. 5-1. The use
of this curve has already been explained in subsection 5.1. I. The remaining figures
in this section were derived using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) with the proper DSIF param-
eters. Figures 5-7 through 5-9 are the equivalents of Figs. 5-2 through 5-4 for the
MSN and are used in an identical manner.
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Fig. 5-7 Bit Rate Vs. Range for Different Bit Error Probabilities for DSIF
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Bit Rate Vs. l_ange for Different Transmitter Powers for DSIF
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5.2.2 Television Transmission
The television signals can be sent by digital mode (PSK/PM), analog frequency modu-
lation (FM), or single-sideband amphtude modulation (SSB). Phase modulation may be
used on the main carrier. The digital phase-shift hexing mode has already been de-
scribed and the bit rates shown in Figs. 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9. The signal-to-noise
ratio for the output picture is plotted against range for both FM and SSB in Fig. 5-10
for a transmitter power of 10 w and antenna gain of 26.7 db. The maximum ranges
for the 26 db needed for quality picture are 270,000 um for FM and 130,000 run for
SSB.
The signal-to-noise ratios used in Fig. 5-10 were determined from:
1 02 BIF (C/N)





= 1, the maximum permissible angular deviation
= output signal-to-noise ratio after phase demodulation
5.2.3 Voice Communications
Voice signals will frequency-modulate a subcarrier, which, in turn, will phase-
modulate the main carrier (FM/PM). The output signal-to-noise ratios are plotted
in Fig. 5-11 against range for transmitter powers of 1 and 10 w. This voice link
will probably be an FM/PM standard IRIG channel with a 3,700-cps frequency re-
sponse and a subcarrier of 124 kc. The standard FM deviation is 15 percent.
5.3 MSN MISSION COVERAGE
Currently, there are seven land-based ground stations and three ships equipped for
reception of telemetry, voice, and television data. Communication between the
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vehicle and any one ground station can occur only when the vehicle passes in the line
of sight of the ground station; the vehicle may be in contact with one or more of the
ground stations. The frequency and duration of t_s contact depend on the altitude of
the satellite. The higher the satellite, the longer and more frequent is its contact
with the ground-station network.
The maximum time between readouts was estimated by means of coverage circles
for each ground station mapped onto a large globe. Each ground station was the
center of a series of concentric circles, each circle being the geocentric projection
of the area of coverage of the ground station for a vehicle in orbit at a given altitude.
The intersection of the ground track of the orbit (satellite path projected geocentri-
cally on the globe's surface) with a given circle gives the limits of line-of-sight con-
tact between the vehicle and ground station at the corresponding altitude. Although
a circular orbit is assumed when the coverage areas are circular, the maximum time
between readouts can be estimated for eccentric orbits if one considers the circular
orbit drawn through the perigee. Every point in the eccentric orbit is farther from
I the earth's surface than any point in the circular orbit. Therefore, all coverage
angles calculated for the circular orbit are a lower limit to those of the correspond-
ing eccentric orbit. The maximum time elapsed between successive readouts can
then be computed from the coverage-angle data.
The graph in Fig. 5-12 presents the results of this estimation for different angles of
inclination of the orbit. For each inclination angle, the maximum time between read-
outs is plotted against the altitude of the orbit perigee. Only these seven land-based
ground stations that can receive telemetry are considered: Cape Kennedy, Florida,
Bermuda; Grand Canary Island; Carnarron, Australia; Hawaii; Guaymas, Mexico;
and Corpus Christi, Texas.
The optimum inclination angles for this ground network are between 30 and 50 deg.
These angles yield the longest contact time between the satellite and the ground
5-17
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Fig. 5-12 Storage Requirements for Near-Earth Orbits, Using Land-Based Ground
Stations
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network. The geocentric coverage angles for 38-deg Luclina_ionare tabulated in
Table 5-1 as a function of the longitude of the ascending node and altitude. The orbits
giving the worst coverage for inclinationsof 20, 30, 50, and 60 deg are presented in
Table 5-2. Proper location of the instrumented ships will eliminate the large gaps
in this coverage.
5.4 REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF DATA USAGE
In using the tables and figures described in this section, the designer of the data handling
system will find himself constrained not only by the bit capacity of existing ground
equipment, and the coverage ratio of the proposed orbit, but also he will find it highly
desirable to use transmitters and antennas of existing designs. The constants given
in Figs. 5-2 through 5-6 were selected on the basis of existing designs, and the curves
sho_m in the figures can be used to determine whether existing equipment is adequate
for the postulated mission.
Assume a mission as follows:
• Three man crew complement
• Near-earth orbit, with ships placed so that with radio range of 2,000 rim,
contact can be maintained 5 hr of each 24-hr day.
• A payload (experiment) aboard, which requires transmission of a total of
1.8 x 1011 bits of data to earth, _4th a tolerable error rate of 1 in 105.
• Video and audio are required whenever data are transmitted.
• With these requirements, we can calculate the housekeeping data required
in addition to the experimental data; calculate the mission duration; and
determine the required sizes of transmitter, antenna, and video and audio
equipment.
5-19
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Because of the large amount of experimental data to be transmitted, we shall attempt
to use the Manned Spaceflight Network to its maximum capacity whenever we are
within the 2,000-nm range. Calculating the number of bits that we can transmit per
day:
1 x 106 bits/sec (capacity of network) x 60 sec/min x 60 min/hr × 5 hr
available transmission time per day = 1.8 x 1010 bits per day,
From Table 3-1 we find that physiological status (operational mission) will require
2 × 106 bits/day/man, x 3 men = 6 x 106 bits/day, and that environmental data
will require another 2 x 106 bits per day. These figures are very small in com-
parison with the 1.8 x 10 I0 bits per day available, and can be neglected in our
calculations.
To accumulate the required data, we find that 10 days will be required:
1.8 × 1011/1.8 × 1010 bits per day = 10 days
From Fig. 5-2, which postulates a 1-w transmitter and a 0-db antenna gain, we find,
by reading up from the 2,000-rim point to the "ground station capacity" line, that an
error rate of 10 -6 can be obtained.._nis is in excess of our requirement of 10 -5 .
A check of Fig. 5-3 confirms our result, for moving up from the 2,000-nm point to
its intersection with a horizontal line from our 106 bits/sec rate shows this inter-
section below the 0-db antenna line. The 0-db antenna is therefore satisfactory.
But a -10-db antenna would not be satisfactory, since at 2,000 nm, the -10-db antenna
line projects onto the vertical axis at less than 2 × 105 bits.
Similarly, Fig. 5-4, which shows the effects of increasing and decreasing transmitter
power, indicates that the I-w transmitter is adequate for 10 -6 error rate at 2,000 rim;
the data also demonstrate the inadequacy of smaller transmitters. The 1-w transmit-
ter with 0-db antenna thus represents conservative design.
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Figure 5-5 displays output signal-to-noise ratio for video links with various transmit-
ters as a function of range. If, as specified in the problem, we require a 26-db S/N
at 2,000 nm, we can determine the required power by going up from the 2,000-nm
point to its intersection with the 26-db quality line. This indicates, conservatively,
that a 10-w SSB transmitter or a 5-w FM transmitter w_ill be adequate for our
purposes.
Using Fig. 5-6 similarly to determine power requirements for the voice link, we find
the 3-w UHF transmitter marginally adequate, while the 5-w HF transmitter is
inadequate. The designer at this point can determine whether he can tolerate the per-
formance of the 3-w UHF transmitter, or whether he should use voice powers in
excess of those listed in Fig. 5-6.
In Deep Space missions, a different set of constraints will control the data systems
design. Only one transmitter will be used, for PCM, audio, and video combined; and
in all cases a compromise solution to the data handling problem must be made among
transmitter power, antenna complexity, tolerance of bit error, complexity of error
correcting ceding, and complexity of the data handler itself (data-compression
capability).
Figure 5-7 illustrates the desirabili_" of increasing the system's tolerance of error;
approximately 1.8 times as many bits can be transmitted a given distance ff error
tolerance is increased from 1/105 to 1/103 (Draw a vertical line intersecting the
three error-tolerance curves and project the intersections on the vertical axis. The
values on the vertical axis as projected from the 1/103 line and the 1/105 line are
in ratio 1.8/1 ). Figure 5-8 shows the effect of increased antenna capability; every
increase of 10 db in antenna effectiveness increases the bit rate by a factor of 10
(note that the intersections of the antenna gain lines with the vertical axis are in ratio
10/1 ). Similarly, a projection of a vertical line's intersections with the power lines
of Fig. 5-9 shows bit rate to be a linear function of power.
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To determine the various parameters for a particular mission, a calculation should
first be made of the required '%ousekeeping" and environmental bits as given in
Table 3-2. With a three-man crew on extended mission, housekeeping will require
5 x 103 bits/sec/man x 3 men = 1.5 x 104 bits/sec, max, and
2 × 106 bits/day/man x 3 men = 6 x 106 bits/day, while environmental data
will require 5 × 104 bits/sec max and 107 bits per day. Totals are
6.5 x 104 bits/sec, max, and
1.6 x 107 bits per day
The bits/sec max figure is the more constraining one in this case, for, if our trans-
mission link can meet this requirement, it can transmit the entirety of the housekeep-
ing and environmental data in a little over 4 rain and have the rest of the day to
transmit mission-connected data.
Figures 5-8 and 5-9 can be used to calculate maximum distances for the 6.5 x 104
bit rate for various antenna gains and powers. Drawing a horizontal line from the
6.5 x 104 point on the vertical axis, we find, from Fig. 5-8, that with a 10-w trans-
mitter and reasonable receiving equipment on earth, our transmission distance for
various antennas is
I0db : 2.5 x 105 nm
20db : 8.0 × 105 nm
30db : 2.5 x 106 nm
40rib : 8.0 x 106 nm
Similarly, from Fig. 5-9, with a 26.7-db antenna aboard the vehicle, our distance
with various transmitters is
lw : 5.5 × I05 nm
lOw : 1.7 x 106 nm
100w : 5.5 × 106 nm
1000w : 1.7 x 107nm
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If the mission involves carrying the three-man crew more than 107 nm from earth
(that is, beyond Mars' orbit), we find that either a very large antenna (40 db) or a
very large transmitter (1,000 w) will be required unless special data-handling pro-
visions are made aboard the vehicle. Data compression is indicated in such cases.
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Six levels of data system complexity have been identified for biological space missions
(in actuality, essentially the same levels are identifiable in all space missions). The
first two levels, audio-visual and a standard PCM system, are well within the state-
of-the-art, and have been used in some form in prior missions. A great deal of infor-
mation is now being accumulated on the expected performance of Syntactic Data Com-
pressors (Level 3), in which redundancy is removed from the various wavetrains and
only significant data points are transmitted, "redundancy" and "significance" having
been calculated according to some algorithm.
To satisfyfuture mission requirements, more complex systems willbe required, and
mission success will depend on the design of the higher level systems. In Pragmatic
Compression (Level 4), decisions are made by the data handling system as to the
significance of the various waveforms, and transmissions are made accordingly. In
Semantic Compression (Level 5), data from the various channels are combined so as
to generate a descriptor of an event, and this descriptor is transmitted. Diagnostic
units (Level 6) are capable of analyzing the significance of events and generating com-
mands for remedial action. The use of such units will reduce the necessity for the
transmission of routine or "housekeeping" data to the vanishing point.
Figures 6-1 through 6-4 show block diagrams of data systems incorporating these
features. Figure 6-1 presents a basic I_M system. Each succeeding figure includes
more sophistication and complexity, until a complete system is attained as shown in
Fig. 6-4. Along with each block diagram is indicated the mission type for which the
system is deemed best suited. Figure 6-5 is included to show the elementary functions
of multiplexing, analog-to-digital conversion, and syntactic compression, which are
fundamental elements upon which the more-complex systems are built.
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The tables and figures in this section should prove useful for planning purposes and
gross estimation of data-system characteristics for future biological missions.
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